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a b s t r a c t 
The Human Connectome Project (HCP) was launched in 2010 as an ambitious effort to accelerate advances in hu- 
man neuroimaging, particularly for measures of brain connectivity; apply these advances to study a large number 
of healthy young adults; and freely share the data and tools with the scientific community. NIH awarded grants 
to two consortia; this retrospective focuses on the “WU-Minn-Ox ” HCP consortium centered at Washington Uni- 
versity, the University of Minnesota, and University of Oxford. In just over 6 years, the WU-Minn-Ox consortium 
succeeded in its core objectives by: 1) improving MR scanner hardware, pulse sequence design, and image recon- 
struction methods, 2) acquiring and analyzing multimodal MRI and MEG data of unprecedented quality together 
with behavioral measures from more than 1100 HCP participants, and 3) freely sharing the data (via the Connec- 
tomeDB database) and associated analysis and visualization tools. To date, more than 27 Petabytes of data have 
been shared, and 1538 papers acknowledging HCP data use have been published. The “HCP-style ” neuroimaging 
paradigm has emerged as a set of best-practice strategies for optimizing data acquisition and analysis. This article 
reviews the history of the HCP, including comments on key events and decisions associated with major project 
components. We discuss several scientific advances using HCP data, including improved cortical parcellations, 
analyses of connectivity based on functional and diffusion MRI, and analyses of brain-behavior relationships. We 
also touch upon our efforts to develop and share a variety of associated data processing and analysis tools along 
with detailed documentation, tutorials, and an educational course to train the next generation of neuroimagers. 
We conclude with a look forward at opportunities and challenges facing the human neuroimaging field from the 



























The historical roots of the Human Connectome Project (HCP) lie in
wo sets of advances in neuroscience in the late 20th century. One is
he emergence of complementary MRI-based modalities for noninvasive
maging of brain structure, function, and connectivity using structural
RI, resting-state functional MRI (rfMRI), task-evoked functional MRI
tfMRI), and diffusion imaging (dMRI). A second set of advances was in-
pired by the drive to understand the complete ‘wiring diagram’ of the
ervous system, an aspiration of neuroanatomists since the pioneering
tudies of Cajal early in the 20th century ( Cajal, 1909 ). A major mile-∗ Corresponding author. 
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053-8119/© 2021 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Inc. This is an open access atone was the electron microscopic charting of all synaptic connections
n the nematode ( White et al., 1986 ), revealing remarkable complexity
or even a ‘simple’ nervous system. Another milestone was the compi-
ation of a connectivity matrix for hundreds of anatomical pathways
nterconnecting dozens of macaque visual cortical areas ( Felleman and
an Essen, 1991 ), revealing an unexpected degree of complexity at a
acroscopic level. The term ‘connectome’ to describe such connectivity
atrices was introduced in 2005, when it was invoked in the spirit of the
enome, proteome, and other ‘-omics’ terminology ( Sporns et al., 2005 ).
he authors speculated that in vivo tractography and rfMRI might enable
eneration of structural and functional ‘connectomes’ for the humansen). 
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rain, but noted that several major methodological limitations would
eed to be addressed for these aspirations to be realized. 
The decision to invest in mapping the human connectome was made
y the NIH Blueprint for Neuroscience Research, a group of Institutes
nd Centers that since 2004 has pooled resources to support large-scale
fforts that benefit the neuroscience community broadly. In 2009, the
lueprint leadership team identified the Human Connectome Project
HCP) as the first in a series of Blueprint Grand Challenges, with Michael
uerta as the lead NIH contact and Story Landis (NINDS), Thomas In-
el (NIMH), and Nora Volkow (NIDA) as major supporters among NIH
irectors. The announcement of the HCP open competition sparked
idespread interest in the neuroimaging community (see Section 2 ). 
In 2010, the National Institutes of Health (NIH) awarded ∼$40 mil-
ion total to two Human Connectome Project (HCP) consortia to ac-
elerate advances in neuroimaging methods and to generate and share
igh quality data that would better characterize whole brain area-to-
rea connections in healthy adults. The “WU-Minn-Ox ” HCP consor-
ium, centered at Washington University, the University of Minnesota,
nd University of Oxford, aimed to comprehensively map structural and
unctional connectivity in 1200 healthy young adults (ages 22–35) and
o explore relationships with behavior and lifestyle. The HCP (subse-
uently identified as HCP-Young Adult [HCP-YA] to distinguish it from
he follow-on Lifespan HCP studies, HCP-Aging and HCP-Development)
ould push the limits of available multimodal imaging technology, ap-
ly it at a scale never before attempted in a single study, and openly
hare all methods, analysis tools, and resulting imaging, behavioral,
nd genetic data using accessible, user-friendly platforms. With the as-
embled expertise and commitment to build upon several emerging ad-
ances (e.g., accelerated imaging acquisition, improvements in prepro-
essing and analysis approaches, and multimodal analysis), the WU-
inn-Ox consortium had a vision to create a new standard for human
euroimaging that would provide a foundation for future large stud-
es of different age groups and disease cohorts. The “MGH-UCLA ” con-
ortium focused on producing a specialized 3T scanner with exception-
lly high maximal gradient strength (300 mT/m) for diffusion imaging
 Setsompop et al., 2013 ), which would be located at Massachusetts Gen-
ral Hospital (MGH), with informatics support provided by a team at the
niversity of California at Los Angeles. 
The NIH request for applications (RFA) encouraged an unusual 2
ears of methodological development and optimization prior to begin-
ing data collection of the main sample. The WU-Minn-Ox consortium
roposed two years of extensive piloting (Phase 1) to test new MR
ardware, to develop pulse sequences and image acquisition protocols,
econstruction algorithms, data processing and analysis tools, and to
stablish standard operating procedures for all aspects of data collec-
ion, before recruited participants were enrolled in the production phase
Phase 2) of the project. To enable heritability and imaging genetic anal-
ses of individual variability in brain connectivity, the 1200 participants
ere to be recruited as families of twins and non-twin siblings. All would
ndergo extensive behavioral testing, genotyping, and be scanned on a
ingle 3T scanner using a common MRI protocol including structural
RI, rfMRI, tfMRI, and high angular resolution dMRI. In addition to the
ore 3T scanning, a targeted subset of 100 same-sex twin pairs (200 par-
icipants) were to be studied at 7T using rfMRI, movie watching, retino-
opy, and dMRI. To acquire high temporal resolution information about
onnectome dynamics, a targeted subset of 50 same-sex twin pairs (100
ubjects) were to be additionally studied by magnetoencephalography
MEG), including resting-state (rMEG) and task-evoked (tMEG) datasets
 Van Essen et al., 2013 ). 
Although ambitious and daunting in scope, the WU-Minn-Ox HCP
ulfilled its core goals in just over 6 years, providing a valuable, freely
hared collection of ∼1100 high-quality, high-temporal and spatial res-
lution multimodal 3T MRI datasets (including 45 Test-Retest datasets),
84 7T MRI datasets, 95 rMEG and tMEG datasets, behavioral data for
206 participants, and genotyping data for 1142 participants. Equally
mportantly, several major HCP-generated innovations upon which this2 chievement depended have also been made widely available, includ-
ng a set of optimized MRI pulse sequences and image reconstruction
lgorithms, improved preprocessing and analysis pipelines, and a host
f neuroimaging analysis and informatics tools designed for the new
IFTI format, which allows for combined analyses of cortical surface
nd subcortical volume “grayordinates ”. 
In aggregate, these advances emerged as an integrated “HCP-style ”
aradigm for neuroimaging data acquisition, analysis, and sharing
 Glasser et al., 2016b ), whose impact on the field continues to grow.
ne manifestation of this has been a series of large-scale follow-up
rojects, including the Lifespan HCP Development and Aging stud-
es ( Bookheimer et al., 2019 ; Somerville et al., 2018 ), a set of Con-
ectomes Related to Human Disease projects, and several others that
re all modeled on the HCP-style paradigm (see Section 12.2 ). Equally
mportantly, a growing number of individual investigators, including
hose studying nonhuman primates as well as humans, are applying this
aradigm to their own research endeavors and invoking its principles
f data acquisition, analysis, and sharing when reviewing grants and
anuscripts. 
Given the multifaceted nature of the HCP, there are numerous topics
f interest to cover in this retrospective, which is divided into 12 sec-
ions. Section 2 covers additional information about origins and design of
CP, including ‘behind-the-scenes’ observations on selected events and
ecisions that had major impact. Section 3 comments on the custom scan-
er hardware for both the WU-Minn-Ox HCP and the MGH-UCLA HCP.
ections 4 –7 cover data acquisition and analysis for structural MRI, fMRI,
iffusion MRI, and MEG. Sections 8 –10 discuss non-imaging data types
behavior, genotyping), multimodal analyses, informatics, data sharing,
nd outreach. Sections 11 and 12 discuss HCP’s overall impact, what
ent especially well, what might have been done better or differently,
nderexplored aspects of HCP data, a host of ‘HCP-style’ projects that
ollowed the Young Adult HCP, the roles of the Connectome Coordi-
ation Facility (CCF) and NIMH Data Archive (NDA), and a brief look
orward at broader opportunities and challenges facing the human neu-
oimaging field. 
. HCP consortium origins and project design 
.1. Responding to a grand challenge 
In the initial public announcement of the Human Connectome
roject competition in May of 2009, NIH expressed an intent to make
 single award of up to $30 M over 5 years to “develop and share
nowledge about the structural and functional connectivity of the hu-
an brain ”. The expected deliverables were “1) A set of integrated, non-
nvasive imaging tools to obtain connectivity data from humans in vivo ;
) A high quality and well characterized, quantitative set of human con-
ectivity data linked to behavioral and genetic data as well as to general,
xisting architectonic data, and associated models, from up to hundreds
f healthy adult female and male subjects; and 3) Rapid, user-friendly
issemination of connectivity data, models, and tools to the research
ommunity via outreach activities and an informatics platform. ” This
rand Challenge was initiated by the NIH Blueprint for Neuroscience
esearch, a pooled resource for investing in large-scale neuroscience
fforts that benefit researchers across disciplines. 
Given the broad scope outlined for the HCP, potential applicants nat-
rally countenanced collaborations among multiple institutions when
ormulating their plans. The June 2009 meeting of the Organiza-
ion for Human Brain Mapping (OHBM) in San Francisco provided
 convenient venue for many exploratory conversations amongst in-
estigators who were potential collaborators – but also with those
ho were potential competitors! Extensive discussions and negotia-
ions continued on throughout the summer, with the November dead-
ine for grant submissions adding pressure to sort out arrangements
xpeditiously. 























































































































s  .2. The WU-Minn-Ox HCP consortium 
At Washington University, an ad hoc group led by David Van Essen
ad begun in May to discuss possible approaches that would capital-
ze on WashU’s institutional strengths in rfMRI, tfMRI, cortical parcella-
ion, neuroinformatics databases, and brain-mapping software, includ-
ng surface-based analysis and visualization of cerebral cortex. To bring
n board complementary strengths in other mission-critical domains, ex-
loratory conversations resulted in convergence with two other institu-
ions – the University of Minnesota (UMinn) and University of Oxford –
o form the “WU-Minn-Ox ” HCP consortium. The UMinn Center for Mag-
etic Resonance Research (CMRR) group led by Kamil Ugurbil provided
orld-class strength in MRI hardware and pulse sequence development.
he Oxford FMRIB (Functional MRI of the Brain) group led by Steve
mith and Tim Behrens provided expertise in brain connectivity and
RI analysis software (FSL). In addition, a magnetoencephalography
MEG) component emerged that involved St. Louis University, WashU,
nd several European institutions. 
.3. A fortuitous “parcellation challenge ”
In 2009, prior to the HCP announcement, Walter Schneider (U. of
ittsburgh) organized the annual Brain Connectivity Competition with
he serendipitously chosen challenge project to generate a parcellated
uman connectome using a common multimodal in vivo neuroimaging
ataset provided to competitors. The advisory committee that helped de-
ermine the specifics for this competition (e.g., imaging parameters for
ata acquisition) included David Van Essen (WashU) and Tim Behrens
Oxford). Among the competitors (and eventual co-winners announced
t OHBM 2009) were 3 WashU MD/PhD students (Alex Cohen, Matt
lasser, and Tim Laumann) from the Steve Petersen and Van Essen labs.
heir experience in striving to parcellate the brain and generate con-
ectome data brought many complex technical issues into sharper fo-
us. This helped the WU-Minn-Ox consortium hit the ground running
hen formulating specific plans for data acquisition and analysis to be
ncluded in the WU-Minn-Ox proposal. 
.4. Key features of the WU-Minn-Ox collaboration and proposal design 
As planning for the grant commenced, two operating principles were
dopted. (i) During weekly planning sessions, a major part of each ses-
ion was devoted to presentations led by domain experts that brought
thers in the consortium ‘up to speed’ in understanding and appreciating
he complex technical and conceptual issues underlying major compo-
ents of the nascent proposal. (ii) An open and egalitarian work ethic
ncouraged contributions, questions, and challenges based on scientific
erit and not on academic status, as the team intensively discussed and
ebated critical issues. 
Other distinctive features of the WU-Minn-Ox proposal warrant com-
ent. (i) Twin family study . The commitment to study twins and their
iblings benefitted from collaborator Andrew Heath’s long experience
ith the Missouri Family Registry and led to the decision to recruit
xclusively at WashU. A corollary decision was to aim for 1200 sub-
ects (rather than ‘up to several hundred’ as stipulated in the RFA) in
rder to maximize the power of heritability and genetic analyses un-
er the constraints of the available funding (but with awareness that
his N was smaller than for typical genome-wide association studies).
mong the significant trade-offs was a decision not to map receptor
igand binding patterns using positron emission tomography (PET) – an
ption with high scientific appeal but a large budgetary impact. (ii) Cus-
omized 3T scanner . Discussions with Siemens engineers indicated the
easibility of a new scanner with improved maximal gradient strength
or dMRI to be used for the high-throughput scanning at WashU. During
he Phase 1 testing and piloting period, it was essential to situate this
canner at CMRR, where the MR physics expertise was concentrated,3 efore shipping to WashU. (iii) Pulse sequence optimization . Major re-
nements were proposed for pulse sequences to be used for fMRI and
MRI, using multiband imaging and related strategies to improve res-
lution in space and time. These were implemented during Phase 1.
iv) 7T scans . Given that ultra-high-field scanners provide higher res-
lution and contrast-to-noise, but pose challenges in sustaining high-
hroughput daily sessions, it was decided to fly 200 twin subjects ini-
ially scanned at WashU to Minneapolis to be scanned again using a 7T
canner at UMinn. (v) Improved preprocessing . Major efforts were pro-
osed in order to reduce artifacts and distortions that are major con-
ounds in both fMRI and dMRI and to improve inter-subject alignment
sing cortical surface-based registration and information from structural
RI, rfMRI, tfMRI, and dMRI. For the mission-critical process of corti-
al segmentation, FreeSurfer ( Fischl, 2012 ) was selected over various
lternatives because of its accuracy and robust performance. (vi) Corti-
al parcellation . Extensive efforts were proposed to parcellate the cere-
ral cortex, using multiple modalities (especially rfMRI and dMRI) and
 combination of surface-based connectivity gradients and ICA-based
arcellation. (vii) Magnetoencephalography. In order to acquire informa-
ion about rapid (neuronal timescale) temporal events, 100 twin subjects
ere to be scanned using an MEG scanner at St. Louis University using
ombined EEG/MEG, if technical challenges could be resolved. (viii)
xtensive phenotypic characterization. The proposed phenotypic charac-
erization included diverse measures of cognitive, sensory, and motor
erformance and of emotion, substance use and mental health. (ix) In-
ormatics infrastructure. For data sharing, the XNAT database platform
reviously used primarily for structural MRI and internal data organi-
ation would be expanded into a public-facing ConnectomeDB platform
o support user-friendly sharing of multiple imaging modalities and be-
avioral measures. For data visualization and analysis, CARET software
ould be converted into the Connectome Workbench platform designed
or flexible handling of multiple image modalities with resulting connec-
omes displayed on surfaces and volumes. 
.5. Decision time! 
NIH convened a special study section to review the 7 proposals sub-
itted in response to the HCP RFA. In early April 2010, NIH decided
o award the full $30 M, 5 year grant to the WU-Minn-Ox collaboration
ith David Van Essen and Kamil Ugurbil as PI’s, enabling it to proceed
ull-speed on its large-scale ‘leading edge’ connectomics endeavor. A
econd award was made to the MGH-UCLA consortium for their ‘bleed-
ng edge’ project to produce a specialized 3T scanner with exceptionally
igh maximal gradient strength for diffusion imaging, but which is less
ell suited for high-throughput connectomics ( Setsompop et al., 2013 ).
.6. A timeline of key HCP milestones 
Fig. 1 shows key milestones associated with the HCP, including data
eleases (bold font). Also shown (in red font) are milestones for the
ifespan HCP-Development and HCP-Aging and Connectomes Related
o Human Disease projects, since these were spurred by the success of
he HCP, and the Lifespan projects involve many members of the origi-
al HCP consortium (see Section 12.2 ). 
. Improved MRI hardware 
.1. The WU-Minn-Ox Connectom scanner 
The WU-Minn-Ox consortium aimed to attain higher performance
han a conventional 3T scanner while also assuring reliable performance
uitable for scanning 1200 participants over 3 years. A key objective
as to increase the maximum gradient amplitude (G max ) in order to
nhance the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for diffusion imaging. We pro-
osed to Siemens that they adapt the high performance SC72 gradient
et previously used on the Siemens 7T systems for a 3T Skyra scanner.
J.S. Elam, M.F. Glasser, M.P. Harms et al. NeuroImage 244 (2021) 118543 
Fig. 1. Major Milestones for the WU-Minn-Ox HCP. Milestones over the entire Human Connectome Project timeline, including projects directly sparked by HCP. 
Releases of HCP data are bolded, Lifespan HCP-Development & HCP-Aging and Connectomes Related to Human Disease (CRHD) Projects are in red, including HCP 

































































H  y also including upgrades of the gradient amplifier, the resultant cus-
omized ‘Connectom’ scanner achieved a G max of 100 mT/m per axis
nd slew rates of 200 mT/m/ms compared to 40 mT/m (and lower slew
ates) for conventional 3T scanners at the time. This choice was based on
wo main considerations. (i) The overarching objective of scanning each
f 1200 participants for several hours using high duty-cycle fMRI and
MRI pulse sequences necessitated robust hardware performance with
inimal down-time for repairs. Hence, our preferred strategy was to
ustomize an existing gradient system, rather than to design and imple-
ent a first of its kind gradient set. (ii) SNR simulations indicated that
or our proposed maximum b-value of 3000 s/mm 2 , a G max of 100 mT/m
ould provide a large SNR gain, but that further tripling the maximum
radient to 300 mT/m would yield only a modest additional increase in
NR ( Ugurbil et al., 2013 ). 
Siemens delivered the customized scanner to CMRR in the fall of
010, a few months after the HCP award began. After extensive pilot-
ng of pulse sequences at CMRR (see Sections 4.1 , 5.1 , 6.1 ), the scanner
as shipped to WashU in June 2012, and scanning of twin families com-
enced on schedule in August 2012. Once all HCP-related scanning was
ompleted in 2016, the scanner was decommissioned and was later re-
laced by a 3T Prisma, the product line introduced by Siemens based in
arge part on the technical advances demonstrated by the WU-Minn-Ox
CP custom scanner. A standard product scanner with 80 mT/m gradi-
nts is easier to maintain in the long term, and the Prisma also addresses
ome of the design compromises of the customized Skyra. 
.2. HCP MRI scan protocols 
The scan protocols for all modalities used by the HCP on the 3T Con-
ectom scanner are available 1 . Full 7T scanning protocols are available 2 
s well. 
.3. The MGH Connectom scanner 
The MGH-UCLA consortium (more recently called the MGH-USC






4 esign and construct a customized 3T scanner equipped with a gradient
apable of 300 mT/m and a slew rate of 200 mT/m/ms and a 64-channel
hased-array receiver coil ( Keil et al., 2013 ). The maximum gradient
trength offers maximal benefit when using very high b-values (e.g.,
0,000 s/mm 2 ), where the SNR gain is ∼2-fold that of the WU-Minn-
x Connectom scanner and ∼3-fold that of a conventional scanner with
 max of 40 mT/m ( Setsompop et al., 2013 ). In Section 6.3 , we comment
riefly on the important contributions emerging from the MGH Connec-
om as well as the WU-Minn-Ox Connectom scanners. 
. Advances in structural imaging 
.1. Structural scans and FreeSurfer segmentation 
Two key objectives of the HCP approach to structural imaging were
i) to segment the cerebral cortical ribbon as accurately as possible, and
ii) to use the T1w/T2w ratio as an indicator of cortical myelin content
o aid in identifying areal boundaries ( Glasser and Van Essen, 2011 ).
hese objectives were achieved with advances along four methodolog-
cal fronts: (i) Rather than the conventional 1 mm isotropic resolu-
ion, high spatial resolution (0.7 mm isotropic) 3D T1w and T2w im-
ges were collected, thereby enabling more accurate FreeSurfer surface
lacement, especially in thin, heavily myelinated regions such as vi-
ual or somatosensory cortex ( Glasser et al., 2013 ; Glasser et al., 2014 ;
lasser and Van Essen, 2011 ). (ii) To achieve even spacing of white mat-
er, gray matter, and CSF tissue peaks and maximal intracortical myelin
ontrast, contrast parameters for 3D T1w and T2w imaging were opti-
ized (TI = 1000 ms, 8 degrees flip angle, TE was minimized for the
1w MPRAGE acquisition; and TE was set to 565 ms for the T2w SPACE
cquisition). (iii) In the absence of motion, B1- receive coil fields can be
orrected using the ratio of T1w/T2w.The HCP also acquired matched
radient echo images using the 32-channel head coil and the body coil
or receive to enable offline computation of the B1- receive field, anal-
gous to the online Siemens “Prescan Normalize ” approach, which can
e used to correct the effects of motion on the T1w/T2w ratio images.
owever, B1 + transmit effects differ between gradient echo T1w and
pin echo T2w (as the latter involves greater transmit RF exposure). For
his reason, the HCP acquired “Actual Flip angle Imaging ” (AFI) scans
 Yarnykh, 2007 ) that provide an explicit map of the B1 + field. These
FI scans have recently been used ( Glasser et al., 2021 ) to perform































































































































f   more principled B1 + correction than the bias field correction (‘_BC’
les) originally applied in the HCP Pipelines ( Glasser et al., 2013 ). (iv)
he T2w acquisition was also incorporated into pial surface estimation
in FreeSurfer) to help exclude dura and blood vessels ( Glasser et al.,
013 ), and white surfaces were fine-tuned using the full 0.7 mm resolu-
ion available (rather than the initial FreeSurfer positioning using 1 mm
esolution). These improvements in white and pial surface positioning
ead to higher quality estimates of T1w/T2w myelin content, cortical
hickness, and functional and diffusion MRI based cortical measures.
owever, they required many code changes across multiple FreeSurfer
ersions; indeed, the current release (FreeSurfer 7.1.1) does not achieve
he surface placement quality of FreeSurfer versions 5.3HCP or 6.0 cus-
omized for HCP. One reason why surface positioning remains challeng-
ng is that the underlying tissue classification does not incorporate prior
nformation about expected regional differences in cortical gray matter
yelin content, making errors more common in regions with particu-
arly dense or light myelination that deviate from average cortical gray
atter intensities. 
.2. Cortical surfaces, CIFTI grayordinates, and HCP-style preprocessing 
The advantages of surface-based analysis and visualization over tra-
itional volume-based methods have been evident from the earliest fMRI
tudies of human visual cortex (e.g., Sereno et al., 1995 ) and have been
rticulated repeatedly over many years (e.g., Van Essen et al., 1998 ).
owever, for whole-brain analyses of fMRI data, it is important to in-
lude subcortical gray matter structures that are best represented volu-
etrically. To handle this efficiently, the HCP devised a new approach to
efining standard space for comparing between subjects, termed “CIFTI-
rayordinates ”, which combine the advantages of 2D surface meshes
or cortical surfaces with 3D volume coordinates for subcortical vol-
me data. The CIFTI format also enables ‘parcel-constrained smoothing’,
hereby reducing noise while avoiding blurring across tissue boundaries
nd functionally distinct parcel boundaries. 
This CIFTI-grayordinates space, together with an emphasis on cor-
ecting distortions and motion between imaging modalities, mini-
izing spatial smoothing, and improving cross-subject cortical align-
ent are of arguably greater importance than the technical acqui-
ition improvements that enabled higher spatial, temporal, and an-
ular resolution multimodal MRI. Indeed, applying traditional volu-
etric MRI analysis methods to HCP-style acquired data leads to a
ajor loss in spatial localization – essentially squandering the bene-
ts of using HCP-style data. Conversely, even relatively low-resolution
egacy MRI data can significantly benefit from HCP-style preprocess-
ng ( Coalson et al., 2018 ). These preprocessing advances arising from
he HCP are applicable across structural, functional, and diffusion
odalities and benefit the field broadly as investigators increasingly
dopt the HCP Pipelines ( https://github.com/Washington-University/
CPpipelines ; Glasser et al., 2013 ) or similar approaches ( Dickie et al.,
019 ; Esteban et al., 2019 ) in their own research. It is notable that these
dvances stemmed largely from the simple observations that in struc-
ural MRI data, T1w/T2w myelin maps visualized at the group level only
et blurrier when smoothed at the individual-subject level (smoothing
oes not improve alignment) and are uninterpretable in many regions
ithin the cortical ribbon when aligned volumetrically (even with non-
inear registration). These insights formed the basis of the fresh and crit-
cal look at each step of traditional brain imaging preprocessing and
nalysis undertaken by the HCP. 
. fMRI acquisition and preprocessing 
.1. Multiband (simultaneous multi-slice) data acquisition 
Prior to the HCP, the standard fMRI protocol for 3T scans achieved
3–4 mm spatial resolution and ∼2–4 second temporal resolution. This
oarse spatial resolution relative to brain anatomy (especially cortical5 hickness) was historically justified by the higher signal-to-noise ratio
SNR) afforded with larger voxels and the long repetition time (TR)
eeded for whole brain coverage. Indeed, these technical limitations
ed many in the field to tolerate low spatial and temporal resolution
or fMRI, along with the aforementioned preprocessing strategies of
eavy spatial and temporal smoothing. The advent of parallel imaging
nd high-density radio frequency (RF) coil arrays made higher spatial
nd temporal resolutions feasible. The HCP put considerable effort into
eevaluating all aspects of acquisition, preprocessing, and analysis meth-
ds to take full advantage of these new technologies. 
Prior to the HCP, investigators at UMinn had been working on accel-
rated imaging approaches for 7T fMRI. Early applications, such as map-
ing of cortical columns and layers in V1, capitalized on the increased
ensitivity and specificity of the higher (7T) magnetic field to achieve
ltra-high spatial resolution while covering a small part of the brain.
owever, demand for full brain coverage along with high resolution for
ther applications drove development of what is known today as slice
ccelerated or simultaneous multi-slice (SMS), and what UMinn intro-
uced as multiband (MB), for fMRI applications ( Moeller et al., 2010 ).
ften technical or engineering developments introduced first for high-
eld MRI are relatively straightforward to implement when transferred
o lower magnetic fields and also provide significant benefits. For SMS,
his was indeed the case. One issue considered was whether to combine
T SMS with in-plane acceleration, which is required at 7T to achieve
 short enough TE appropriate to the shorter T2 ∗ lengths, which would
therwise result in increased geometric distortions, signal dropout, and
lurring. Notably, the 3T HCP acquisitions benefited from the choice of
eft/Right phase encoding direction, which reduced the TE by reduc-
ng the total readout length compared to the more conventional Ante-
ior/Posterior phase encoding directions (due to smaller required spatial
overage). The use of Left/Right phase encoding for echo-planar imag-
ng (EPI) on the customized ‘Connectom’ scanner was possible because
iemens configured it as a “head ” only system, giving it more flexibility
n allowable echo spacings compared to a whole body system like the
risma (for which certain echo spacings are locked out or limited by
he peripheral nerve stimulation [PNS] monitor when using Left/Right
hase encoding, such that no practical benefit is obtained relative to
nterior/Posterior phase encoding). Also, the HCP acquisition protocol
as one of the first protocols to implement full acquisitions in the oppo-
ite phase encoding directions, rather than just acquiring a few volumes
n the reverse direction. Such an approach reduced the overall signal
ropout (in the aggregate, across scans) compared to acquiring only a
ingle phase encode direction. Ultimately, with the proposed EPI read-
ut times and resulting images, the HCP team was satisfied with the
erformance of the distortion corrections and the level of signal dropout
ithout using in-plane acceleration. 
The introduction of controlled aliasing for slice accelerated EPI
 Setsompop et al., 2012 ) permitted even higher slice accelerations. Im-
lementing these with a commercially available 32-channel coil imme-
iately reduced the volume acquisition time several-fold for whole brain
PI acquisitions at 3T. Importantly, these reductions in TR provided
mproved power for statistical modeling compared to conventional EPI
 Feinberg et al., 2010 ), because SMS does not inherently incur a penalty
n per-image SNR, as would conventional undersampling based accel-
rations, though it is sensitive to ’leakage artifacts’ if the MB factor is
ushed too high ( Ugurbil et al., 2013 ). The net result was that high qual-
ty fMRI scans at 2–2.5 mm (vs. 3–4 mm) spatial resolution and TR of
 sec or less (vs. 2–4 s) became feasible. 
We also attempted to accelerate beyond what was feasible with
ultiband EPI alone by combining it with the SIR (Simultaneous Im-
ge Refocused) approach ( Feinberg et al., 2002 ). We referred to this as
ultiplexed-EPI (M-EPI) ( Feinberg et al., 2010 ). In this approach, a sin-
le echo train can sample simultaneously excited and temporally shifted
lices. The end result is a combined total slice acceleration much higher
han either technique can achieve alone. While we demonstrated the
easibility and some advantages of this technique for rfMRI and dMRI,
































































































































g  t does necessitate in-plane acceleration due to the much longer read-
ut trains needed to sample the temporally shifted slices. Since the HCP
as interested in higher spatial resolutions, which impose even longer
eadout trains, the technique was not well suited for the HCP’s goals and
as not adopted in the final protocol. 
After extensive piloting, using varying amounts of slice acceleration
o explore a range of spatial and temporal resolutions, the HCP con-
ortium converged on a 2 mm whole brain isotropic resolution with a
R of 0.72 sec and a slice acceleration factor of 8. At the time, such a
rotocol was widely considered to be risky, but many within the con-
ortium felt this was a golden opportunity to dramatically advance the
eld and collect the maximum amount of data per minute of subject scan
ime. In order to gain acceptance and eventual widespread community
doption of collecting high spatial and temporal resolution fMRI, the
CP needed to demonstrate a robust implementation on a commercial
canner with reliable image quality across hundreds of subjects. It also
equired that the pulse sequence and image reconstruction technology
e disseminated not just from UMinn to WashU, but also to other in-
estigators seeking to replicate the HCP methods. Accordingly, UMinn
nvestigators provided the neuroimaging community access to the se-
uence and reconstruction software in use by the HCP, even in the early
ays of the project. The interest in emulating HCP methods, the ease
f availability and installation of the software, and the corresponding
obust images produced by the protocols, drove (and is still driving) the
emand and growth of the use of the HCP-style protocol. 
Some HCP-style projects (see Section 12.2 ) have elected to scan with
 slightly coarser fMRI spatial resolution, such as the 2.4 mm isotropic
oxels used in the ABCD Study ( Casey et al., 2018 ) vs. 2.0 mm for HCP-
A. This can enhance SNR/CNR in subcortical and other deep brain
egions while maintaining voxel size less than mean cortical thickness
 Glasser et al., 2016b ). Other projects have adopted alternative fMRI
ulse sequences such as multi-echo scans that claim advantages in de-
oising and artifact reduction ( Lynch et al., 2020 ). Thus, while differ-
nt groups have chosen to optimize their protocols in different ways for
heir respective projects, the core strategy of acquiring highly acceler-
ted and high spatial and temporal resolution fMRI data is emerging as
he norm for fMRI applications around the world. The UMinn pulse se-
uence software package ( https://www.cmrr.umn.edu/multiband ) and
 corresponding HCP-style fMRI protocol are in use today by over 400
ites, more than 10 years after the start of the HCP. This is a testament
o the UMinn team, which has streamlined the dissemination of their
ulse sequence and reconstruction code as much as feasible. To make
he code even more accessible, Siemens has implemented an online pulse
equence exchange site that does not require a separate license for each
ulse sequence. In the meantime, the 3 major vendors have introduced
roduct implementations of SMS and marketed their systems around
ompatibility with HCP-style protocols. However, these vendor imple-
entations are not identical, do not provide all of the options available
ith the UMinn pulse sequences, and are difficult to compare across
mplementations due to, for example, differences in SMS image recon-
truction algorithms. 
.2. fMRI preprocessing–Spatial aspects 
The “luxury ” of collecting imaging sessions of greater length than is
ypically feasible, coupled with significant HCP improvements in fMRI
cquisition, enabled multiple downstream advances in fMRI analysis, in-
luding rfMRI analysis. Accurate cross-modal alignment between fMRI
nd structural images by correcting for distortions in the EPI data,
uch as those arising from B0 inhomogeneity and gradient nonlinearity
 Smith et al., 2013 ) and using boundary based registration ( Greve and
ischl, 2009 ), were critical to ensure that fMRI data were accurately
apped to cortical surfaces. With these changes, marked improvements
ere immediately apparent in terms of higher spatial ICA dimension-
lities when estimated automatically from the data ( Beckmann and
mith, 2004 ) and in run-to-run reproducibility of spatial ICA decom-6 ositions. These findings were made possible by the increased numbers
f timepoints permitted by high temporal resolution acquisitions and
he increased scan lengths (4 × 14.4-minute runs) that improve the sta-
ility of connectivity estimates. Having a large number of both signal
nd artifact ICA components from each 14-minute rfMRI run facilitated
evelopment of a highly robust, automated machine learning classifier
hat identified artifact vs. non-artifact components and enabled struc-
ured artifact removal. High spatial and temporal resolution HCP data
ere well cleaned with this approach, with accuracies in component
lassification greater than 99% and a major improvement in effective
ontrast-to-noise ( Salimi-Khorshidi et al., 2014 ). The large number of
imepoints permitted moving beyond applying only spatial ICA, to also
pplying temporal ICA ( Smith et al., 2012 ) which enables generation of
emporally orthogonal decompositions that work well on HCP data (see
ection 5.3 ). 
The large number of HCP subjects ( ∼1000 with complete fMRI
atasets vs. 12 to 30 subjects in a typical study) posed challenges for
roup analyses. For example, while it had previously been feasible to
emporally concatenate across small groups of subjects prior to perform-
ng group ICA for functional connectivity, the storage and RAM require-
ents of such concatenation quickly became untenable in the setting
f HCP-style data, even with the more compact representation afforded
y the use of CIFTI grayordinates. The “MIGP ” (MELODIC’s Incremental
roup PCA) algorithm was developed to answer this challenge, enabling
arge groups of subjects’ fMRI data to be efficiently collapsed into a
CA series of spatial maps, upon which subsequent analyses were based
 Smith et al., 2014 ). With such data, group spatial ICA was readily per-
ormed at a variety of dimensionalities and subject-wise Connectomes
enerated using the ‘FSLNets’ tool. 
.3. fMRI preprocessing–Global signal regression and temporal ICA 
Among the many methodological issues debated within the HCP con-
ortium over the years, a particularly challenging one was the ques-
ion of how to handle the so-called “global signal ” ( Power et al., 2017 ;
lasser et al., 2016b ), i.e., the spatially non-specific timeseries averaged
cross all of the gray matter (or even all of the brain). The global sig-
al was initially thought to mainly reflect noise arising from motion,
ut subsequently was more convincingly linked to some combination of
espiratory effects and globally-averaged neural activity ( Glasser et al.,
018 ; Power et al., 2018 ; Power et al., 2015 ; Power et al., 2014 ). Early
n the project, some consortium members questioned the appropriate-
ess of simple removal (subtracting or regressing out) of such ‘noise’,
articularly those who favored multivariate approaches to rfMRI analy-
is. Others who preferred univariate approaches (e.g., seed-correlation
fMRI maps, and parcellated connectivity using full correlation) favored
global signal regression ” to remove the mean timecourse from rfMRI
ata, especially because respiratory noise may differ across age ranges
r clinical populations and lead to elevated correlations induced by res-
iratory effects in univariate analyses ( “everything correlated with ev-
rything ”). 
As is often the case in such scientific debates, both sides were partly
ight. Progress was facilitated by focusing on critical data rather than
ust the rhetorical arguments. Those using multivariate analyses were
rguably addressing the problem already, insofar as such approaches
ncluding spatial ICA and functional connectivity based on partial cor-
elation, implicitly achieve the goal of global signal regression. On the
ther hand, those using univariate approaches had identified a real prob-
em in fMRI data that, if left unaddressed, would cause biases in uni-
ariate rfMRI analyses and even task analyses ( Glasser et al., 2018 ).
 sticking point was that both groups lacked an approach that selec-
ively removed global respiratory noise while retaining global and semi-
lobal neural signal. Spatial ICA is mathematically incapable of remov-
ng global respiratory noise due to its spatial orthogonality constraint
i.e., global effects do not manifest as a spatial ICA component), whereas
lobal signal regression induces spurious anti-correlations in resting-


































































































































c  tate functional connectivity (rsFC) and can shift connectivity gradients
 Glasser et al., 2018 ). The HCP approach to this conundrum started with
he observation in the initial temporal ICA paper ( Smith et al., 2012 )
hat temporal ICA produces global (spatial) components. When this ap-
roach was applied to HCP data (concatenated temporally across sub-
ects), clear global respiratory components were identified, separated
rom global/semi-global neural components at the group level, and sub-
equently regressed out of the data as part of a “temporal ICA cleanup ”
 Glasser et al., 2018 ). Importantly, validation of this approach relied
n the use of HCP’s task fMRI data to demonstrate that temporal ICA
leanup did not remove neural signal, as indexed by task activation
aps. This approach enables removal of non-neural global temporal
omponents from the data, but a large number of timepoints (subjects
 scan-duration/TR) are needed to achieve robust temporal ICA perfor-
ance, and manual classification of components is required until an au-
omated classifier becomes available. It will be important for the rest of
he field to gain experience and confidence in the temporal ICA cleanup
pproach, once it is widely available, and help identify any undiscov-
red limitations. 
Thanks to the combination of advances in structured noise removal,
ong scan sessions, and high spatial and temporal resolution, the HCP
fMRI datasets have enabled many novel or important applications
or rsFC, including “fingerprinting ” and prediction of behavioral data
 Finn et al., 2015 ; Greene et al., 2018 ; Liegeois et al., 2019 ; Dubois et al.,
018 ; Li et al., 2019 ). An easily overlooked advance is that the great in-
rease in the effective temporal degrees-of-freedom allows for a signifi-
ant gain in the statistical power for multivariate modeling (much more
o than for simpler univariate models); these benefits extend even to
asic advances like moving from full correlation network models to the
ore interpretable partial correlation modeling ( Pervaiz et al., 2020 ). 
.4. Task fMRI 
After a healthy debate among proponents for each modality, it was
stablished early in the planning process that rfMRI, tfMRI, and dMRI
ould each be allotted comparable amounts of scanner time. (In the end,
t was ∼58 min of rfMRI, ∼49 min of tfMRI, and ∼59 min of dMRI). For
fMRI, much effort went into choosing specific tasks and paradigms and
llocating time to each task. Since the customized ‘Connectom’ scanner
as sited at UMinn during Phase 1 (see Section 2.4 ), task piloting oc-
urred at WashU on a Siemens 3T Trio scanner. Details and results from
his piloting, including alternative tasks that were explored and justifica-
ions for the final selections, are in the Supplement of Barch et al. (2013) .
Here, we focus on the inherent tension between breadth vs. depth as
egards the tfMRI protocol. The HCP-YA is distinctive in the breadth
f its task fMRI, as it spans 7 functional domains. Six domains per-
ained to higher-order constructs of cognition, language, and emotion;
he seventh involved a lower-level sensorimotor task that proved vital
or validating our parcellation technique in regions where strong knowl-
dge of functional boundaries exists ( Glasser et al., 2016a ). Another no-
able point is that the Working Memory task was designed to assess
ultiple constructs without increasing imaging time. Specifically, task
locks used four separate categories of stimuli (faces, places, tools, and
ody parts, as separate ‘blocks’), as an efficient way to explore category-
pecific activations. Additionally, this task included an out-of-scanner
ecognition Memory task, which opens the prospect of making infer-
nces about activation related to episodic memory at the time of encod-
ng. The ABCD Study followed this approach in the design of its working
emory task, albeit with places and emotional faces as the stimuli, so
hat its working memory task can also be used to assess emotional pro-
essing ( Casey et al., 2018 ). 
The breadth of the tfMRI protocol provides many “hooks ” for investi-
ators having diverse domain interests to engage with the HCP-YA data.
t also has allowed important questions to be asked regarding common-
lities across task domains ( Assem et al., 2020 ), the ability to predict
ifferences in task activations from rfMRI data ( Tavor et al., 2016 ), the7 imilarities of functional connectivity computed from rfMRI and tfMRI
ata ( Cole et al., 2014 ), and the reliability of task fMRI broadly. 
For the task activation paradigms, we chose ’blocked’ task designs,
hich are efficient in providing strong task contrast in a short acquisi-
ion time. However, this limits the ability to investigate some ’event-
elated’ questions, such as differences between correct and incorrect
rials. Time constraints also led to other design choices, such as ex-
luding ‘fixation’ blocks in the Emotion and Language tasks, where
he main focus for those tasks was the contrast between two task con-
itions (Emotion: FACES-SHAPES; Language: STORY-MATH). Unfortu-
ately, the contrasts of individual task conditions versus ’baseline’ are
ifficult to interpret without fixation blocks, yet may still contain neu-
obiologically useful information ( Glasser et al., 2016a ). 
Shorter scan durations allowed for greater breadth in acquired task
ata, but increased the influence of random measurement error, poten-
ially affecting reliability of individual difference effects (at the group
evel this is countered by the large number of subjects scanned). Fur-
hermore, while differential contrasts (e.g., Condition A - Condition B)
re typically considered a reasonable way to obtain more specific mea-
urement of a construct, they may also reduce sensitivity to detect in-
ividual differences to the extent that individual differences variance
s captured by both conditions being subtracted ( Hedge et al., 2018 ;
nfantolino et al., 2018 ). 
The reliability of task fMRI is a broad and topical issue in the field
 Elliott et al., 2020 ; Marek 2020 ; Frohner et al., 2020 ; Herting et al.,
018 ; Bennett and Miller, 2010 ; Chaarani et al., 2021 ). Several studies
ave collected lengthy scan data for individual tasks ( Poldrack et al.,
015 ; Laumann et al., 2015 ; Gordon et al., 2017 ; Naselaris et al., 2021 )
ut only for a small number of participants. In that regard, the 4.5–
0 min of data that HCP collected for each task was quite typical and
ndeed remains so ( Casey et al., 2018 ). It will be interesting to follow
ow the field balances breadth vs. depth (i.e., several different tasks
ersus longer sampling of the same task) of task fMRI data and the dis-
inction between detecting activation shared across individuals versus
ifferences between individuals, especially in light of the increasing fo-
us on “precision functional mapping ” and predictive modeling in indi-
iduals. 
Within the consortium, another methodological debate arose over
ow best to process the HCP’s task fMRI data. On the one hand, rapid
rogress was being made, particularly with rfMRI, on adapting analysis
ethods such as ICA and functional connectivity to the combined sur-
ace and volume-based standard space of the newly introduced CIFTI
rayordinates. However, at the outset, consortium members had lim-
ted experience with surface-based task fMRI analysis, and a concern
rose as to how to handle multiple comparison corrections given the
eld’s previous reliance on cluster-based thresholding dependent on
aussian random field theory. Close collaboration between WashU and
xford enabled generation of a CIFTI-compliant task analysis pipeline
hat maintained putative statistical validity up to the stage of producing
patially uncorrected statistics ( Barch et al., 2013 ). However, for early
CP data releases no method was available for applying multiple com-
arison corrections to CIFTI (combined surface-volume) data. Hence,
he HCP initially released two versions of task fMRI data, one pro-
essed using the HCP’s grayordinates task analysis pipeline and another
enerated using a traditional pipeline that used cross-subject volume-
ased alignment and varying levels of smoothing (despite the afore-
entioned objections to volume registration and spatial smoothing).
ortunately, subsequent development of PALM software enabled more
ensitive multiple comparison corrections using threshold-free cluster
nhancement and permutation testing within CIFTI grayordinates stan-
ard space ( Winkler et al., 2014 ). Also, it was reported that many pre-
ious traditional analyses of the extent of spatial activation likely had
nflated false positive rates because the spatial autocorrelation of func-
ional activity is non-Gaussian ( Eklund et al., 2016 ), likely due to the
omplex neuroanatomy of cortical convolutions. Moreover, later work
onclusively demonstrated the severe penalties in spatial localization





























































































































a  nherent in traditional volume-based alignment and spatial smoothing
 Coalson et al., 2018 ). Consequently, later HCP data releases omitted
ata generated with volume-based fMRI processing. 
.5. 7T fMRI 
The HCP acquired three types of 7T fMRI data for the 184 subjects
canned at UMinn, including ∼1 h of rfMRI plus two tfMRI tasks very
ifferent from any of the 3T tfMRI tasks: ∼1 h with concatenated clips
rom Hollywood movies as visual stimuli, and 30 min of retinotopic
isual stimuli. All 7T scans were acquired at higher spatial resolution
1.6 mm isotropic voxels) than the 2 mm used for 3T fMRI scans. By us-
ng a multiband factor of 5 in combination with an in-plane acceleration
actor (iPAT) of 2, the TR was kept low (1 s), which was beneficial for
patial and temporal ICA-based denoising. A major advantage of the 7T
cans is that CNR is generally higher than for 3T, particularly in deep
subcortical and cerebellar) regions ( Vu et al., 2018 ). Preprocessing of
he 7T data also included accurate intersubject alignment using areal
eatures (see Section 9.1 ). 
We did not acquire structural MRI scans at 7T, as it would have
een challenging to improve substantially over the 0.7 mm isotropic
igh resolution T1w and T2w scans already collected at 3T. Also there
ere benefits to using a single version of surfaces and volumes when
omparing 3T and 7T functional and diffusion data. We instead resam-
led the 3T structural data to a 1.6 mm resolution and 59k surface mesh
vs the standard 2 mm and 32k surface mesh) to provide an option to
ork with the 7T functional data at a higher spatial resolution, and we
ade it available as separate “Structural Preprocessed for 7T ” packages
ithin ConnectomeDB. The preprocessed 7T fMRI packages are avail-
ble in both 2.0 mm/32k and 1.6 mm/59k CIFTI versions. It has yet
o be determined, however, whether there are substantial benefits to
nalyzing the higher-resolution 1.6 mm/59k fMRI CIFTI data vs. the
ownsampled 2.0 mm/32k version. 
Having both rfMRI and movie-tfMRI 7T scans in a large number of
CP subjects has set the stage for a variety of interesting analyses that
re only recently being explored. For example, connectome predictive
odeling indicates that functional connectivity during movie watching
utperforms rsFC in predicting trait-like behavioral measures in both
ognitive and emotion domains ( Finn and Bandettini, 2021 ). 
The retinotopic 7T data have been processed by a model-
ased approach that generated both group average and high-
uality individual-subject retinotopic maps ( Benson et al., 2018 ).
he maps are freely accessible ( https://osf.io/bw9ec/ and
ttps://balsa.wustl.edu/study/9Zkk ), can be compared to other
ublished parcellations of human visual cortex ( Glasser et al., 2016a ;
ang et al., 2015 ), and have already proven useful for identifying
trikingly atypical retinotopic maps in early extrastriate visual areas
specifically dorsal V2 and V3) in a small number of subjects ( Van Essen
nd Glasser, 2018 , https://balsa.wustl.edu/ZLV7 ). 
. Diffusion Imaging 
.1. Acquisition of dMRI data 
The HCP introduced many advances in dMRI acquisition, image
econstruction, preprocessing and analysis, and the publicly-released
CP dMRI data have been used in numerous applications as exem-
lar cutting-edge datasets for tractography. Prior to the HCP, conven-
ional diffusion MRI scans obtained on a standard 3T scanner (e.g.,
iemens Trio) typically had a spatial resolution of 2–2.5 mm isotropic
nd consisted of 30–60 diffusion directions with a maximum b-value of
1500 s/mm 2 or less. The HCP pioneered high slice accelerations and
nprecedented spatial-temporal resolutions across the whole brain. We
ook advantage of the increased maximum gradient strength of the 3T
onnectom scanner (100 mT/m vs. 40 mT/m, see Section 3.1 ), the incor-
oration of multiband/SMS pulse sequences, and novel preprocessing8 ethods for distortion and motion correction to markedly improve spa-
ial resolution (1.25 mm isotropic) and angular sampling ( ∼90 unique
irections in each of 3 shells) while maintaining relatively high diffu-
ion contrast weighting (b = 1000, 2000, and 3000 s/mm 2 ). For 7T,
patial resolution was 1.05 mm isotropic, and angular sampling was
65 directions in each of 2 shells (b = 1000 and 2000 s/mm 2 ). Opti-
ization focused on maximizing the fidelity of fiber orientation mod-
ling and tractography (high angular resolution for accuracy, multiple
-values for better partial volume estimation), while keeping spatial res-
lution as high as possible. The robustness of these high-resolution pro-
ocols, applied to hundreds of individuals, was demonstrated for both
T ( Sotiropoulos et al., 2013a ; Ugurbil et al., 2013 ) and 7T ( Vu et al.,
015 ). 
Advances in slice (multiband) acceleration ( Moeller et al., 2010 ;
gurbil et al., 2013 ) dramatically decreased the scan time per dMRI
olume, enabling higher spatial and angular resolution with mini-
al noise amplification penalties ( Xu et al., 2013 ). Much effort was
ut into optimizing multiband image reconstruction, including evalu-
tion of signal leakage ( Xu et al., 2013 ). Additionally, because of the
eed for multi-channel coil signal combination and the noise prop-
rties (low SNR) of the dMRI data, the HCP team used sensitivity-
ased channel combinations for dMRI image reconstruction, which
inimized the noise floor and its effects on fiber orientation esti-
ation ( Sotiropoulos et al., 2013b ) and avoided rectification of the
MRI signal at low SNR (high b-value and/or high spatial resolution)
egimes ( Jones and Basser, 2004 ). We also determined that gradient
on-linearities significantly impacted the amplitude and orientation of
iffusion-sensitizing gradients cf ( Bammer et al., 2003 ) due to the bore
ize and the custom HCP gradient set ( Sotiropoulos et al., 2013a ). Along
ith the HCP data, we distribute the necessary information for applying
radient non-linearity correction as part of the subsequent modeling of
he diffusion signal. 
.2. dMRI preprocessing 
Preprocessing advances, including spin-echo-fieldmap susceptibil-
ty corrections ( Andersson et al., 2003 ) and comprehensive eddy
urrent distortion and motion correction ( Andersson et al., 2018 ;
ndersson et al., 2017 ; Andersson et al., 2016 ; Andersson and Sotiropou-
os, 2016 ) helped achieve unprecedented dMRI image quality. Develop-
ent and optimization of preprocessing methods were done in paral-
el with acquisition optimization, as some HCP acquisition choices that
ontributed to higher SNR and angular resolution of dMRI acquisitions
ad corollary effects of making distortions worse. Specifically, increas-
ng SNR entailed reducing the echo time, which in turn meant that a ba-
ic Stejskal-Tanner diffusion weighting was preferred over eddy-current
ulled (bipolar) acquisition schemes. Also, using SMS slice acceleration
o increase angular resolution necessitated a low in-plane parallel imag-
ng factor (no in-plane acceleration for 3T, and reduced in-plane accel-
ration at 7T), which in turn exacerbated distortions by increasing the
ensitivity to the eddy current- and susceptibility-induced off-resonance
elds. Last, the overall HCP dMRI acquisition time was long (4 scans,
ach ∼15 min), so appreciable subject movement was expected. 
The improved pre-processing involved an integrated approach to cor-
ect for eddy current- and susceptibility-induced distortions as well as
irect and secondary effects of subject movement. The susceptibility-
nduced off-resonance field was estimated from b = 0 s/mm 2 images ac-
uired with opposite phase-encoded directions ( Andersson et al., 2003 ).
he eddy current-induced fields and subject movement were estimated
y aligning each volume to Gaussian process-based prediction condi-
ional on all other volumes ( Andersson and Sotiropoulos, 2016 ). Using
he predictions as a target for the registration enables correction of even
ery high b-value data, which proved difficult with previous approaches.
he data was also corrected for movement-induced signal loss by com-
aring the observed slices to those predicted by the Gaussian process,
nd replacing them by the latter if they met the criteria for an outlier



























































































































3 https://db.humanconnectome.org/data/projects/MGH_DIFF  Andersson et al., 2016 ). More recent methods development, such as es-
imating and correcting for intra-volume movement ( Andersson et al.,
017 ) and for movement-induced changes in susceptibility-induced dis-
ortions ( Andersson et al., 2018 ) were not available in time for the final
 “S1200 ”) HCP-YA release but will be applied to the Lifespan HCP-A
nd HCP-D data releases. These distortion correction methods are widely
sed by the community, and have also been used for piloting and prepro-
essing the MGH HCP ultra-high b-value acquisitions ( Setsompop et al.,
013 ), and for scanning very challenging populations, such as neonates
 Bastiani et al., 2019a ; Fitzgibbon et al., 2020 ). 
Increased spatial and angular resolution in HCP dMRI data (while
reserving high SNR) results in higher specificity when reconstructing
hite matter bundles ( Sotiropoulos et al., 2013a ) and reduced partial
olume close to tissue boundaries, allowing more orientation informa-
ion to be extracted in or near the cortical ribbon ( Sotiropoulos et al.,
016 ; Sotiropoulos et al., 2013a ; Fan et al., 2017 ; De Luca et al., 2020 ),
s also shown in earlier ex-vivo studies ( McNab et al., 2009 ; Miller et al.,
012 ). This, in turn, has spurred efforts to improve analysis meth-
ds, including multi-tissue spherical deconvolution ( Jeurissen et al.,
014 ), within-voxel multiple fiber orientation distributions ( De Luca
t al., 2020 ), superficial white matter tracking ( Sotiropoulos and Za-
esky 2019 ), modeling within gyral blades ( Cottaar et al., 2021 ) and
urface-based tractography ( Hernandez-Fernandez et al., 2019 ). 
The HCP dMRI data allows whole-brain structural connectomes to
e estimated at a higher ( “dense ”) resolution than before, demon-
trating potential for extracting high-resolution connectivity patterns
even in a data-driven manner) ( O’Muircheartaigh and Jbabdi, 2018 ;
hompson et al., 2020 ), but also highlighting deficiencies of conven-
ional streamline tractography paradigms, particularly in accurately es-
imating termination points of white matter connections on a dense
hite/gray-matter boundary sheet. The so-called “gyral bias ” reflects
 strong tendency of tractography streamlines to preferentially avoid
ulcal fundi and walls and instead terminate on gyral crowns ( Van Es-
en et al., 2014 ; Reveley et al., 2015 ; Sotiropoulos and Zalesky, 2019 ;
chilling et al., 2018 ; Donahue et al., 2016 ). The observed bias far ex-
eeds that predicted from simple models of cortical folding ( Van Es-
en et al., 2014 ) and likely contributes to the mismatch between
onnection weights predicted by tractography vs. anatomical tracers
 Donahue et al., 2016 ). A preference to focus first on these method-
logical challenges was a major reason why the HCP consortium placed
ess emphasis to date on systematic analyses of structural connectivity
n the full HCP dataset (see also Section 12.5 ). 
Several approaches have been devised for addressing the gyral bias.
igher spatial resolution (e.g., in the 7T dMRI data) has been shown to
e beneficial for mitigating gyral bias effects ( Sotiropoulos et al., 2016 ).
ata fusion approaches have integrated complementary information
rom high-spatial/low-angular and low-spatial/high-angular resolution
ata ( Sotiropoulos et al., 2016 ; Fan et al., 2017 ), as more appropriate for
uperficial and deep white matter modeling, respectively. Approaches
hat combine guided superficial white matter tracking with conventional
eep white matter tractography ( Cottaar et al., 2021 ; St-Onge et al.,
018 ) reduce the gyral bias. Asymmetric fiber orientation distributions
hat better model within-voxel fanning and bending ( Bastiani et al.,
017 ) have been also utilized with a similar aim ( Wu et al., 2020 ). 
.3. Contributions from MGH and WU-Minn-Ox Connectom scanners 
The WU-Minn-Ox and MGH Connectom scanners have together not
nly helped push the envelope in improving dMRI data acquisition
nd preprocessing, but they have provided the community with mul-
iple datasets of unprecedented quality. The HCP dMRI data, with com-
lete diffusion data in 973 subjects in the S1200 data release, have
erved as a valuable reference dataset for many subsequent studies. This
ncludes high-quality tractography atlases ( Warrington et al., 2020 ),
ubstrates for tractography competitions ( http://www.tractometer.org ,
aier-Hein et al., 2017 , Schilling et al., 2020 ) whole-brain models of9 unctional dynamics ( Demirtas et al., 2019 ), analyses of image-quality
ransfer ( Alexander et al., 2017 ; Tanno et al., 2021 ), and using white
atter tracts to compare ‘connectivity blueprints’ in humans and non-
uman primates ( Mars et al., 2018 ). Altogether, the HCP helped set new
tandards for dMRI acquisition and analysis and has stimulated new ap-
roaches to analyzing brain connectivity. 
From the MGH Connectom scanner, a high quality dataset from 35
ealthy adults scanned at 1.5 mm isotropic voxels (b-values 1k, 3k,
k, 10k) is available on ConnectomeDB 3 and has been widely used. A
ecent data resource ( Wang et al., 2021 ) is based on a single subject
canned for 18 hours (9 two-hour sessions, with head stabilization) at
.76 mm isotropic resolution, with 420 directions at b = 1000 s/mm 2 
nd 840 directions at b = 2500 s/mm 2 . Another promising approach
ill be to compare HCP-style diffusion MRI acquired in macaque mon-
eys ( Autio et al., 2020 ) to gold standard tracer datasets ( Hayashi et al.,
021 ; Safadi et al., 2018 ; Yendiki et al 2021 ). 
. Magnetoencephalography (MEG) 
.1. MEG data acquisition 
Magnetoencephalography (MEG) is highly complementary to fMRI
nsofar as it provides temporal resolution that is several orders of magni-
ude higher (ms vs. sec) but much lower spatial resolution (cm vs. mm).
n designing data acquisition paradigms for MEG, the HCP consortium
imed to emulate the resting-state and task paradigms as closely as pos-
ible to those used for fMRI, even though they were acquired on different
ays and used hardware that imposed different constraints. A block de-
ign was chosen for MEG task activation paradigms, just as for tfMRI, in
rder to let the participants have the same ‘cognitive experience’, and
hus to have better matched brain activity across the recording modal-
ties. Moreover, task timings for the motor and working memory tasks
ere approximately matched between MEG and tfMRI, in spite of the
act that the MEG signal quality might have benefitted from a higher
timulus presentation rate, and more repetitions per condition. 
High quality MEG datasets were acquired using standard experimen-
al protocols and a MAGNES 3600 MEG scanner housed at St. Louis Uni-
ersity. A total of 95 subjects were successfully scanned, including 45
Z twin pairs, nearly all with complete multimodal 3T imaging and
1 with 7T data collected as well. For the MEG community, these data
epresent a unique open-access, high quality and well-curated dataset,
ith open-access processing pipelines provided in an open-source, well-
tilized and well-maintained analysis suite ( Oostenveld et al., 2011 ,
ttps://github.com/fieldtrip/fieldtrip ). 
.2. MEG data analysis 
The HCP team provided two significant innovations in data analysis:
 set of semi-automated artifact reduction algorithms for which source
ode was made freely accessible, and a file organization that included
ersion tracking and a clearly defined set of information (provenance)
n each level. This file system presaged the development of an exten-
ion to the Brain Imaging Data Structure (BIDS) that has recently been
ublished for MEG ( Nisoet al., 2018 ). 
The HCP MEG datasets have proven valuable in a number of studies
o date. These include a demonstration of heritability of MEG alpha- and
eta-band power ( Colclough et al., 2017 ), and a demonstration of dorso-
entral cross-frequency coupling during working memory ( Popov et al.,
018 ). There are also some impediments to more widespread utilization.
he HCP MEG anatomical pipeline output differs from that expected
y many MEG researchers using other software tools ( Gramfort et al.,
013 ; Tadel et al., 2011 ), particularly when mapping data from sensor
pace into source space. Because the ‘defaced’ high resolution HCP T1w





























































































































bin/study.cgi?study_id = phs001364.v1.p1 tructural MRI may lack adequate coverage for head surface-based MEG
oregistration, users must rely on the coregistration provided and the
CP-provided head models. This is incompatible with standard MEG
nalysis pipelines that start from non-defaced and full head coverage
natomical MRIs. The HCP decision to share only defaced (de-identified)
ata was arguably forward-thinking from an ethics and privacy perspec-
ive ( Prior et al., 2009 ; Milchenko and Marcus 2013 ; Schwarz et al.,
021 ) and may likely apply to future MEG-related databases. Algo-
ithms and approaches for the use of coregistered defaced MRI images
or electrophysiological source reconstruction need to be added to cur-
ently available software packages. Another challenge is that software
or MEG/EEG source visualization in relation to multimodal MRI is cur-
ently limited. Efforts are underway to address these limitations by re-
nements in Connectome Workbench software (see Section 10.6 ). 
Some HCP users have used raw and minimally processed MEG data
o develop their own algorithms and pipelines relevant to their specific
esearch programs ( Galinsky et al., 2018 ; Nisoet al., 2019 ). The freely
hared HCP analysis algorithms developed for preprocessing and arti-
act reduction have many useful features but would benefit from more
etailed methods descriptions. The HCP MEG team also implemented
nnovations in post-processing and connectivity analysis. The HCP deci-
ion to match the MEG tasks and task parameters as closely as possible
o their tfMRI counterparts and to focus on whole brain connectomic
nalyses resulted in the task MEG data being suboptimal for some con-
entional MEG analyses. An area of high potential for future MEG analy-
es is to combine data across modalities, e.g., combining MEG with fMRI
 Colclough et al., 2017 ) or with tractography. 
. Non-imaging data acquisition 
.1. Behavioral assessments 
Although the primary goal of the HCP-YA was to characterize nor-
ative patterns of structural and functional connectivity of the adult
uman brain, such information is of interest in large part because of
ow it helps us understand variation in human behavior. Three prin-
iples guided our choice of behavioral assessments in the HCP-YA: (i)
over as many domains as possible so that the dataset could be broadly
seful for investigators with varying interests and goals; (ii) be con-
iderate of participant burden; and (iii) where possible, use assess-
ent measures with known reliability and validity ( Barch et al., 2013 ).
s mandated by NIH, the core of our behavioral assessment was the
IH Toolbox for Assessment of Neurological and Behavioral function
 http://www.nihtoolbox.org ), which was developed to create a com-
rehensive battery of assessment tools for large scale projects such as
CP ( Gershon et al., 2010 ; Gershon et al., 2013 ; Heaton et al., 2014 ;
eintraub et al., 2013 ; Reuben et al., 2013 ). In its original “beta ” form,
he NIH Toolbox included measures of cognitive function (task-based
easures), emotion (self-report), motor (grip strength, walking) and
ensory processes (smell, taste, hearing, and vision). Based on input
rom our External Advisory Panel and internal discussions, we broad-
ned our behavioral assessments to assess additional dimensions likely
o be of broad interest and relevance to the field: (i) dimensions of mood,
nxiety, and substance abuse; (ii) additional measures of visual, mem-
ry and emotion processing; (iii) personality (e.g., the “big five ” dimen-
ions); (iv) delay discounting to assess decision-making and self-control
 Shamosh et al., 2008 ; Dalley et al., 2008 ); (v) fluid intelligence using a
ariation on matrix reasoning – a measure of higher-order relational rea-
oning ( Bilker et al., 2012 ); (vi) menstrual cycle and hormonal function
or women; and (vii) sleep function using the Pittsburgh Sleep Quality
ndex ( Buysse et al., 1989 ). 
The benefits of including assessments of a wide range of behaviors
ave become increasingly apparent in relation to the diverse ways that
he scientific community has explored and utilized the HCP behavioral
ata. Many investigators have examined a wide range of brain structural
nd functional characteristics in relationship to the broad HCP battery,10 oth across behavioral domains broadly ( Smith et al., 2015 ) and within
pecific domains, ranging across cognition ( Moser et al., 2018 ), emo-
ion ( Michalski et al., 2017 ), mental health ( Lancaster, 2018 ), substance
se ( Karcher et al., 2019 ), personality ( Dubois et al., 2018 ), and sleep
 Curtis et al., 2016 ). Thus, for large scale studies designed for public
issemination it is advisable to think broadly about the assessment bat-
ery, and to seek diverse input as to what types of domains are likely
o be of interest and value to the broader scientific community beyond
he expertise and immediate interests of those involved in setting up the
ata collection. 
It was also important to include measures that span the range of
typical ” and “atypical ” variation. While the HCP-YA was designed to
ssess normative brain structure and function, there is still much varia-
ion even among typically developed healthy adult populations, making
t important to capture that diversity. For example, the NIH Toolbox was
esigned to capture a wide range of performance levels, including po-
entially clinically relevant impairments, ensuring sufficient variation to
elate to brain structure and function. Further, we included both clinical
easures of mental health such as the Semi-Structured Assessment for
he Genetics of Alcoholism (SSAGA) that allowed us to identify individu-
ls meeting diagnostic criteria for mental health and substance use disor-
ers, as well as instruments that captured typical variation in depression,
nxiety and stress that did not cross clinical thresholds. Some investi-
ators using HCP-YA data have focused on typical variation, whereas
thers have focused more on behavioral extremes. The availability of
ssessments that span this diversity benefited both types of research. 
.2. Genotyping 
An important part of the HCP was the collection of genetic mate-
ial to supplement and enhance the analysis and interpretation of the
cquired imaging data. For example, for heritability analyses it was
articularly important to confirm or correct self-reported family rela-
ionships. Either whole blood or saliva was collected from each family
articipant. These samples were shipped to the NIMH Repository and
enomics Resource (NRGR; https://www.nimhgenetics.org ), a collab-
rative venture between the National Institute of Mental Health and
everal academic institutions, including Rutgers University. NRGR con-
ucted HCP’s biosample processing, storage, and distribution. 
The HCP originally proposed to carry out genotyping, but had hoped
hat the cost of full-genome sequencing would continue to plummet.
his did not transpire, but by 2015, excellent single-nucleotide poly-
orphism (SNP) genotyping options were available. Aliquots of each
vailable DNA sample were sent to the Genome Technology Access
enter (GTAC) at Washington University, where they were applied to
 custom Illumina microarray chip consisting of the Illumina MEGA
hip (which has an enhanced number of multiethnic SNPs), immune-
elated SNPs from the Illumina ImmunoArray, and psychiatric-related
NPs from the Illumina PsychArray. Samples were also processed on a
econd Illumina Neuro Consortium chip, covering SNPs particularly rel-
vant to neuroimaging studies, for a total of over 2 million SNPs. We
ere able to collect usable genetic data on 1142 of our 1206 partici-
ants, including 149 pairs of genetically-confirmed monozygotic twins
298 participants) and 94 pairs of genetically-confirmed dizygotic twins
188 participants). Overall, there are 457 different families in the study,
s determined by genetic analysis. HCP’s SNP data is available through
bGaP 4 . 
Examples of studies that have used HCP genotyping data include us-
ng SNPs combined with dMRI to find evidence for genetic influences
n hub connectivity ( Arnatkevi či ū t ė et al., 2021 ); using SNPs combined
ith rsfMRI and tfMRI to show that higher schizophrenia polygenic
isk scores are significantly correlated with lower functional connec-










































































































p  ivity in a large-scale brain network ( Cao et al., 2020 ); showing associa-
ions between basal ganglia volumes (putamen and pallidum) and rare
D-risk variant SNPs ( Lancaster, 2019 ); and using SNPs and rfMRI to
nd evidence for a genetic correlation between chronic pain and sleep
isturbance that may be mediated by shared functional connectivity
 Sun et al., 2020 ). 
To date, 65 investigators have requested HCP-YA genotyping data
rom dbGaP, which is only ∼0.3% of the ∼18,000 who have downloaded
maging data (see Section 11.1 ). This likely reflects, in part, the practical
mpediments to accessing dbGaP datasets but also the fact that 1142
ubjects is on the low side for identifying strong genetic candidates in
WAS studies. In the original HCP grant proposal we had estimated a
otal sample size of 1200 individuals (300 sibships) would yield 80%
ower to detect a genetic variant accounting for 1% of the variance
 Sham et al., 2000 ; Purcell et al., 2003 ). 
.3. Open Access and Restricted Access data types 
The decision to focus HCP recruitment on twins and their non-twin
iblings provided an exciting opportunity to study the heritability of
rain connectivity. However, it also posed challenges in balancing the
rotection of research participants’ privacy while fulfilling our charge
o share the data broadly and openly. The informed consent docu-
ent signed by HCP-YA participants, explicitly stated that we would
roadly share their data, including over the internet (i.e., through Con-
ectomeDB). Further, the consent stated: “The data we share... with
ther scientists or the general public will not have your name on it,
nly a code number, so people will not know your name or which data
re yours... [and] will not include data that we think might help people
ho know you guess which data are yours. ” Since HCP-YA specifically
ecruited approximately 400 families of twins born in Missouri, a con-
ern was whether combined demographic information might uniquely
dentify a family, e.g., female, monozygotic, Latina twins aged 28 years 5 .
ven individual data not considered protected health information (PHI)
e.g., handedness) could increase the likelihood of such family iden-
ification, especially in the early data releases when numbers of sub-
ects were small 6 . We were particularly concerned that some partici-
ants might recognize themselves and their family members by virtue
f knowing some unique familial information. It would be a breach to
n individual’s privacy if their data were identifiable to their siblings. 
To manage privacy concerns while still providing broad access, we
ivided HCP-YA data into two tiers: Open Access Data and Restricted Ac-
ess Data. The former comprises defaced structural images, other imag-
ng data, and most types of behavioral data. Anyone can access this data
y registering on ConnectomeDB and agreeing to a limited set of legally-
equired data use terms. These terms do not include a requirement for
nstitutional sign-off (as is required, e.g., by NDA and dbGaP), and al-
ow for re-sharing of the Open Access Data with approval of the sharing5 HCP data shows the age of the participant at the time of the study (in years 
or Restricted Access data and in 5-year bins for Open Access data). Dates such 
s date of birth are Protected Health Information and therefore would not be 
hared. At the beginning of the study, age in years could have revealed the year 
f the participant’s birth, but with the passing of time this is much less likely. 
6 Experts in the nuances of U.S. Health Insurance Portability and Accountabil- 
ty Act (HIPAA) regulations might notice that our concern that some combina- 
ions of non-PHI data could identify study participants implied that we could 
ot use the U.S. HIPAA law’s so-called ‘Safe Harbor’ method of de-identifying 
ata simply by removing names, zip codes, birthdates, visit/assessment dates, 
nd other specific identifiers from the data ( https://www.hhs.gov/hipaa/for- 
rofessionals/privacy/special-topics/de-identification/index.html ). Instead, to 
nsure that our Open/Restricted data plan met HIPAA requirements, we used the 
xpert Determination method to verify that our shared data neither identifies 
or provides a reasonable basis to identify an individual participant. This expert 
pinion was reviewed and endorsed by a consultant outside of our consortium 
















11 nvestigator’s IRB or Ethics Board. Restricted Access Data includes fam-
ly structure information, most types of demographic data, health and
ental health measures, and substance use. Investigators requesting ac-
ess to restricted data have their credentials vetted by the HCP PI or a
elegate, to ensure that they are bona fide researchers. Approved users
ay not share that data except to others who have also been approved
or Restricted Access and must agree to restrictions on what data from
ndividual participants can be published, to avoid possible participant
dentification. The full text of HCP’s Open Access and Restricted Access
ata Use Terms are available online 7 . 
Over 11,400 users have registered for Open Access Data, and there
re over 2000 approved users of Restricted Data. Thus, HCP’s establish-
ent of different rules for Open vs. Restricted data does not appear to
ave been a major impediment to widespread use of both data cate-
ories. We are aware of only a single instance in which the restrictions
n publishing individual data were inadvertently violated; this instance
as rapidly addressed by the journal publisher and the PI of the study
n question. 
The movement to implement Open Data and FAIR (Findable, Ac-
essible, Interoperable, and Reusable) research data management prac-
ices in neuroimaging began around 2014 just as HCP was beginning
o release data. Since then, these concepts have gained considerable
raction with many funding agencies and research institutes including
hese in their policies. Notwithstanding this trend, human neuroimag-
ng studies continue to balance the tension between maintaining re-
earch participants’ privacy and sharing data under these broader poli-
ies ( Nichols et al., 2017 ). The HCP’s example of careful planning for
ata sharing and aligning the informed consent procedure with specific
ata use terms helped inspire and guide more recent data sharing ini-
iatives ( Bannier et al., 2021 ). 
. Cross-modality innovations 
.1. Cross-subject registration 
In addition to the many within-modality innovations described
bove, the HCP made major advances in cross-modal integration, includ-
ng improved cross-subject registration (alignment) and multimodal par-
ellation. Cross-subject registration has been a longstanding challenge in
uman neuroimaging because cortical folding varies dramatically across
ndividuals, as does the relationship of areal boundaries to these folds
 Van Essen and Glasser, 2018 ). Importantly, traditional volume-based
egistration (even using high-dimensional nonlinear warping) is inca-
able of accurately aligning functionally corresponding areas in regions
f high folding variability ( Coalson et al., 2018 ). The HCP’s registra-
ion implementation uses the Multimodal Surface Matching algorithm
MSM) ( Robinson et al., 2018 ; Robinson et al., 2014 ) in a two-stage
rocess. In the first stage, cortical surfaces from each individual are
nitially aligned to an atlas (surface template), gently constrained by
olding information only, thereby not overfitting the folding patterns,
hich are imperfectly correlated with cortical areal locations outside
f a few regions like the central sulcus, calcarine sulcus, and insula
 Glasser et al., 2016a ). In the second stage, termed “areal-feature-based ”
urface registration or “MSMAll ”, registration is constrained by mul-
iple areal features, including the T1w/T2w myelin map information,
sfMRI network information, and visuotopic information derived from a
ultiple-regression-based analysis of rsfMRI gradients ( Glasser et al.,
016a ). This markedly improves the cross-subject alignment of cor-
ical areas and consequently reduces the alignment of cortical folds
 Coalson et al., 2018 ; Glasser et al., 2016a ). MSMAll achieves sharp
roup average maps having fine, reproducible details including a lightly
yelinated boundary between face and upper extremity sensory cortex7 https://www.humanconnectome.org/study/hcp-young-adult/data-use- 
erms 






























































































































a   Glasser et al., 2016a ; Kuehn et al., 2017 ) and highly specific functional
ctivation during tasks in small individual cognitive cortical areas such
s 55b ( Glasser et al., 2016a ). Indeed, a key validation of the multimodal
egistration approach involved showing that task fMRI data, which was
ot part of calculating the MSMAll registration, showed improved statis-
ics when aligned with multiple other modalities, versus when aligned
ith folding ( Robinson et al., 2018 ; Robinson et al., 2014 ). A quantita-
ive analysis indicates that areal-feature-based registration contributes
bout one quarter of the improvement in spatial localization of HCP-
tyle analyses; another quarter arises from using surface-based registra-
ion instead of volume-based registration; the remaining half derives
rom not smoothing in the volume ( Coalson et al., 2018 ). 
.2. Cortical parcellation 
From the outset, a key HCP goal was to accurately parcellate the
rain, particularly cerebral cortex, into areas, or nodes that provide a
unctionally relevant basis for defining a connectome ( Felleman and
an Essen, 1991 ; Sporns et al., 2005 ). Indeed, this had been an as-
iration of several HCP investigators prior to the HCP, but the HCP
ffered a unique opportunity to generate a new map of human corti-
al areas based on high quality multimodal MRI data in hundreds of
ubjects. As reviewed in detail ( Van Essen and Glasser, 2018 ), we bor-
owed heavily from knowledge gained from invasive studies in animals,
articularly the mouse and macaque monkey, and from observer in-
ependent, semi-automated histological approaches developed by Karl
illes, Katrin Amunts, and others ( Amunts and Zilles, 2015 ) and previ-
usly applied to fMRI data ( Cohen et al., 2008 ). Earlier partial human
nd complete macaque parcellation studies ( Van Essen et al., 2012a , b )
uggested that human cortex contains between 150 and 200 areas per
emisphere. We used locations of strong change (gradients) in group
verage multimodal MRI data from hundreds of HCP subjects, which
overed the cortical properties of architecture, function, connectivity,
nd topography, to identify 180 cortical areas in each human cerebral
emisphere (HCP’s multimodal parcellation version 1.0, HCP_MMP1.0)
 Glasser et al., 2016a ) using a neuroanatomist-driven, semi-automated
pproach. 
All areal boundaries showed differences across the boundary in two
r more modalities that were significant after multiple comparisons cor-
ection, and the vast majority of these differences were also large in
tandardized effect size. Relative to existing neuroanatomical literature,
3 areas matched previously reported areas and 97 were new or were
ubdivisions of existing areas. Notably, the areas show striking bilateral
ymmetry across the two hemispheres, in contrast to fully automated
nimodal parcellations ( Gordon et al., 2016 ; Schaefer et al., 2018 ).
n addition, the same gradient-based approach allowed delineation of
ithin-area heterogeneity such as the 5 well-defined subregions related
o major body parts (face, upper limb, etc.) in the somatomotor strip
see https://balsa.wustl.edu/QwnL ; https://balsa.wustl.edu/Vj1pq ). Fi-
ally, a machine learning algorithm (an ‘areal classifier’) was able to
earn the multimodal “fingerprint ” of each cortical area so that it could
e automatically delineated in individual subjects, even when areas
ere atypical and not aligned by areal-feature-based surface registration
 Glasser et al., 2016a ). The HCP_MMP1.0 parcellation is assuredly not
he final word in human cortical parcellation, as significant refinements
ill almost certainly be needed to arrive at a ‘gold standard’ or ‘ground
ruth’ parcellation. However, the numerous other published parcella-
ions based on unimodal approaches are likely to be even farther from
round truth. For example, parcellations based solely on rfMRI typically
apture boundaries between some (but not all) somatomotor subregions
elated to body parts but completely fail to detect boundaries between
rchitectonic early somatosensory and motor areas (see Van Essen and
lasser, 2018 ). 
Many investigators have requested a “NIFTI volume-based ” version
f the HCP multimodal parcellation so that they can use it in con-
unction with the traditional volumetric analyses of MRI data, which12 ypically includes processing steps such as volume-based intersubject
lignment and spatial smoothing that irrevocably degrade data fidelity
or reasons noted above. The HCP instead urges investigators to adopt
he HCP-style approach to data analysis using surfaces and CIFTI-
rayordinates and maximizing data quality at each step ( Glasser et al.,
016b ; Coalson et al., 2018 ). Although the use of surfaces and HCP-style
ethods is growing rapidly, human neuroimaging publications continue
o be dominated by traditional volumetric analyses. A major factor is in-
rtia, as many laboratories rely on familiar software tools that are not
et compatible with surface and CIFTI analyses. But using such older
ools requires acceptance of preprocessing steps and strategies that are
emonstrably and substantially inferior. Together with small sample
izes and publication biases, traditional methods have contributed to
 reproducibility crisis in brain imaging ( Botvinik-Nezer et al., 2020 ),
here it can be difficult or impossible to know whether two studies have
ound the same “blobs ” or not. In contrast, HCP-style approaches en-
ble very high reproducibility of group average multimodal maps, par-
ellations ( Glasser et al., 2016b ), and cognitive neuroscientific results
 Assem et al., 2021 ). Additionally, although low resolution legacy MRI
ata still benefit from HCP-style analysis approaches, the converse is not
rue, as traditional approaches do not accrue comparable benefits from
mporting high resolution HCP-style data ( Coalson et al., 2018 ). It be-
ooves manuscript and grant reviewers, funding agencies, and graduate-
evel educators as well as neuroimaging investigators to be mindful of
hese issues going forward. 
0. Informatics, software tools, data sharing, and outreach 
The overarching responsibilities of the HCP informatics team were
o (i) evaluate the quality and ensure the consistency of the imaging
nd behavioral data to be released; (ii) reliably process the imaging data
hrough preprocessing pipelines developed for each modality; (iii) share
he data freely in a user-friendly way to facilitate widespread utilization
y the scientific community; and (iv) share tools, pipeline code, and
ocumentation, and provide education so as to enable investigators to
pply HCP-style analyses in their own research. Detailed descriptions
f how this was achieved are presented elsewhere ( Marcus et al., 2013 ;
odge et al., 2016 ; Glasser et al., 2013 ). Here we provide general ob-
ervations and comments on key features/aspects that contributed to
uccess on the informatics and data sharing fronts. 
0.1. IntraDB and ConnectomeDB 
The core of the HCP informatics infrastructure is the XNAT database
latform previously developed for handling structural imaging data
 Marcus et al., 2007 ). However, XNAT required extensive adaptation in
rder to handle the additional modalities and data types generated by
he HCP and support high speed, targeted download of relevant subsets
f the vast volume of data released under the HCP. A key initial deci-
ion was to establish two independent XNAT-based databases. The first
as an internal private database (‘IntraDB’) used to store acquired data
including behavioral data), the initial preprocessing outputs, and out-
uts from a variety of QC procedures. After passing QC steps, a “session
uilding ” process handled the details of merging the data for each partic-
pant across multiple (typically four) separate scanning sessions, includ-
ng flagging situations with more nominally ‘usable’ scans than expected
or a given modality, and bundling associated scans together (e.g., field
aps with the appropriate fMRI scans). Considerable time and effort
ent into writing algorithms and rules for this internal process, which
s largely hidden from the end user but is fundamental to the easy-to-
se nature of the HCP-YA ‘unprocessed’ data packages. Once the HCP
ipelines were run on the unprocessed data, outputs were directed into
odality-specific release packages, then transferred to ConnectomeDB
 https://db.humanconnectome.org ), a second XNAT-based system cus-
omized for HCP’s data sharing and data mining services. Dataset pack-
ging was designed to maintain the directory structures produced by the




























































































































8 https://wiki.humanconnectome.org/x/14dMBQ CP Pipelines to allow for users to reduce time, bandwidth and storage
equirements by targeting their downloads only to the data most rele-
ant for their analyses. 
0.2. Storing k-space data 
As the transition from Phase 1 to Phase 2 approached, decisions
eeded to be made as to whether ‘raw’ k-space data should be pre-
erved for any or all modalities. The main reason to preserve k-space
ata was in case later improvements in reconstruction algorithms would
llow reprocessing and an eventual overall improvement in the quality
f both the unprocessed MRI volume data and the minimally prepro-
essed data. Reasons for avoiding this option include (i) the complexity
f capturing this data in an automated fashion on the Siemens platform;
ii) the impact of saving k-space data on reconstruction performance (a
actor early-on); (iii) the large increase in overall data storage require-
ent, because of the much larger size of k-space data compared to the
nprocessed DICOM/NIFTI data; and (iv) the burden on staff and the
otential delays in data release by initiating a ‘retro-recon’ process fol-
owed by re-running the minimal processing pipelines. After much dis-
ussion, the initial decision was to save the k-space data for the dMRI
ut not the fMRI scans because it seemed more likely that there would
e improved reconstructions that would warrant retro-recon for dMRI
han fMRI. The k-space data were automatically written to a remote
isk in real-time via the pulse sequence. This process did not interfere
ith scanning and no operator intervention was required. In retrospect,
his was a “penny-wise, pound-foolish ” decision, in that in the spring of
013, several months after the commencement of Phase 2 scanning in
ugust 2012, an improved reconstruction algorithm was developed that
educed spatial blurring in fMRI and dMRI acquisitions. This improve-
ent was deemed worthy of upgrading the reconstruction algorithm on
he scanner, which occurred in late April 2013. Subsequently, we in-
ested considerable time to retro-recon and reprocess the dMRI acqui-
itions, such that starting with the ‘S500’ release (November 2014) all
he dMRI data was reconstructed in a consistent manner. This was not
ossible for the fMRI data acquired prior to April 2013 (since its k-space
ata wasn’t saved). 
The impact of the reconstruction change on the fMRI is readily ev-
dent as decreased spatial smoothness following the change ( ∼12% de-
rease), which is detectable in various analyses. For this reason, Con-
ectomeDB codes this change in the ‘fMRI_3T_ReconVrs’ variable, so
hat users can readily use the fMRI recon version as a covariate in their
nalyses, or conduct an analysis using just the fMRI data with the post-
pril 2013 reconstruction algorithm (‘r227’). We did begin saving the
aw k-space data for the fMRI scans in April 2013, but somewhat ironi-
ally, following this early change to the reconstruction algorithm, no fur-
her reconstruction improvements were achieved that would have war-
anted another retro-recon of the HCP data. That said, having k-space
atasets has proven useful in other contexts, such as ongoing evaluations
f newer reconstruction methods ( Moeller et al., 2021 ). In considering
his issue for future studies, it is worth noting that the HCP method
or saving k-space data worked only with the HCP sequences, and the
le format was unconventional, making re-use of these data addition-
lly cumbersome. While saving k-space data indeed proved useful for
he HCP dMRI data, current SMS reconstruction methods have been in
se for around a decade and by a large number of other investigators
nd projects. Hence, the risk from not saving raw data has significantly
iminished. Nonetheless, certain studies naturally call for saving raw
ata (e.g., for investigating different reconstruction algorithms), and in
his regard it would be helpful if all scanner vendors made it easy and
fficient to store raw k-space data in an automated fashion. 
0.3. HCP Pipelines 
Earlier sections touch on many of the preprocessing steps and strate-
ies the HCP implemented for each imaging modality ( Glasser et al.,13 013 ). Here, we comment briefly on some of the organizational chal-
enges in generating a robust set of pipelines combined with the pressure
o incorporate improvements as they became available and were tested,
ut also maintain consistency in how data for all subjects were processed
nd distributed. The HCP Pipelines were originally and are still in open,
ctive development on GitHub (see Section 4.2 ) by a team of modal-
ty experts across the WU-Minn-Ox consortium. From the outset, HCP
ipeline development focused on identifying and implementing a series
f processing steps that take full advantage of the unprecedented high
uality of the data acquired. Pilot data for each modality were processed
n multiple ways with different settings, and results compared and dis-
ussed as a team before finalizing key analysis steps. These important
spects of the HCP Pipelines development approach have resulted in
s yet unmatched quality of analysis outputs and remain unique to the
CP Pipelines. In later years, HCP has devoted efforts to annotation
f individual steps/settings within sub pipelines for user understanding
nd ease of use, something that has been a greater focus of other efforts
rom the outset (e.g., Esteban et al., 2019 ; https://fmriprep.org ). 
The informatics pipelines developers worked closely with the analy-
is team to accommodate up to date, and sometimes custom versions of
ssential software tools (e.g., FreeSurfer, FSL, eddy, melodic), generate
rocessing results for vetting changes, and adapt the pipelines where
eeded. In the early stages of HCP, all processing occurred on a local
un Grid Engine cluster at WashU. Over time, HCP-style processing was
igrated to the WashU supercomputer (Center for High Performance
omputing, CHPC) to maximize processing throughput and to take ad-
antage of its GPU nodes for diffusion processing. CHPC queueing and
ode configurations were customized and prioritized for HCP Pipeline
rocessing. This additional processing capacity was critical to meeting
elease deadlines. 
0.4. Quality control processes 
The HCP established an extensive set of quality control (QC) pro-
esses, particularly for the imaging data. Upon transfer of data from
canners to the internally-facing ‘IntraDB’ database, validation pipelines
erformed initial checks, utilizing information from acquisition meta-
ata embedded in the DICOM header, to ensure that data was acquired
ccording to protocol. 
All participants’ structural scans were subject to a standard quality
ontrol process that included manual viewing and rating of scan quality
nd anatomical abnormalities by an experienced rater. Brain anomalies
vident in T1w and T2w scans were noted and further reviewed by a
euroradiologist. Participants with major radiologic anomalies likely to
ubstantially impact brain connectivity were removed from the study,
nd their imaging and behavioral data were not included in the released
ata. Some subjects had focal anomalies that are considered as normal
ariants or benign findings. We released their data, but because of their
ltered anatomy, using data from these subjects may affect some anal-
ses, and they are identified in an HCP Public Wiki page 8 . Since HCP-
A collected two T1w and T2w scans in almost every participant, we
enerally had the luxury of limiting structural processing to the scans
hat received at least a ‘good’ rating in a four tiered manual QC rat-
ng scale (excellent, good, fair, poor; see Marcus et al., 2013 ), although
fair’ scans were permitted, if necessary to allow participant inclusion.
ollowing FreeSurfer cortical surface reconstruction, a second round of
anual QC occurred, which reviewed the white and gray matter surface
lacement. The T1w/T2w ratio myelin maps are particularly valuable
n this process as they provide an easily visualized surface map that usu-
lly highlights errors in surface placement. Participants with identified
ocal surface quality issues from this ‘SurfaceQC’ process are separately
agged with an “issue code ” in ConnectomeDB, and snapshots of the er-
or are provided on the HCP Public Wiki so that users can conveniently





















































































































s  eview the nature and extent of the problem when making decisions
bout whether or not to include a given participant in their analysis. 
Another set of pipelines performed in-depth QC analyses of fMRI
ata, to determine signal-to-noise ratios, to search for motion outliers
nd compute other measures affecting data quality, and to produce
raphs and summary images, which were then readily available if ques-
ions arose about specific runs. Given the sheer number of fMRI runs,
nd the challenges in identifying appropriate ‘binary’ thresholds for
MRI quality, HCP-YA rarely excluded fMRI data from release solely due
o motion (e.g., only in cases of extremely bad motion). QC outputs for
MRI, built on FSL’s ‘eddy’ tool, were not ready in time for HCP-YA
eleases, but have been incorporated into the Lifespan HCP processing,
nd can be readily applied to the released HCP-YA data ( Bastiani et al.,
019b ). 
0.5. Multiple modes of data sharing 
ConnectomeDB (see Section 10.1 ) has been the primary mode for
haring HCP data, and it has proven to be a very popular platform for
everal reasons. (i) HCP-YA’s Open Access Data Use Terms are easy to
eview and accept (see Section 9.3 ); (ii) A user-friendly, highly flexible
dashboard’ enables exploration, filtering by behavioral values, and se-
ection of subjects to be downloaded; (iii) Each data release includes a
ariety of standard data packages, so that users interested in download-
ng specific data modalities (e.g., rfMRI vs. dMRI) or particular classes
f processed data (e.g., cleaned vs. minimally preprocessed) can easily
dd just those selections to a “shopping cart ”; (iv) Downloading is me-
iated by Aspera ( https://www.ibm.com/products/aspera ), which en-
bles consistently high download rates ( ∼300 Mbps maximum). 
A second mode of data sharing, which we termed ‘Connectome-In-a-
ox’, involved packaging the entire contents of a given data release onto
 set of hard drives and shipping them directly to recipients at cost.
any of these recipients then transferred the HCP datasets to servers
hat could be accessed broadly within their institution, thereby avoiding
he redundancy of many investigators from the same lab or institution
eparately downloading the same large dataset. A third mode involved
haring HCP data hosted on the cloud by the Amazon Web Services Pub-
ic Datasets program ( https://registry.opendata.aws/hcp-openaccess/ ). 
The first HCP Q1 data release in March 2013 included data from an
nitial group of 68 subjects, sufficient to allow the scientific community
o begin gaining familiarity with HCP data and its outputs. Subsequent
ajor releases included the ‘S500’, ‘S900’, and ‘S1200’ datasets in 2014,
015, and 2017, respectively (see dates in Fig. 1 above and Fig. 2 below).
ach was accompanied by a reference manual 9 that provides extensive
nformation of practical use to investigators working with HCP data (see
ection 10.7 ). 
0.6. Connectome Workbench and BALSA database platforms 
The introduction of the ‘CIFTI’ data format (grayordinates represent-
ng surface vertices plus subcortical gray matter voxels) necessitated an
CP platform that would support CIFTI command-line and visualization
apabilities as well as ‘conventional’ surface and volume data. Rather
han grafting this major new format onto an existing platform (e.g.,
aret software developed during the preceding two decades), the Van
ssen lab elected to start afresh by implementing a new Connectome
orkbench platform ( https://www.humanconnectome.org/software )
ith a codebase re-engineered from the ground up. The ‘Workbench’
ommand-line tool (‘wb_command’) carries out a major portion of the
perations in the HCP Pipelines, particularly for data in CIFTI format.
he Workbench visualization tool (‘wb_view’) includes many features
ot currently available in other brain imaging platforms, such as flexi-
le tiling of multiple ‘tabs’ within a single window; ‘annotations’ that9 https://wiki.humanconnectome.org/x/14dMBQ 
14 acilitate generation of complex figures without recourse to conven-
ional applications like Photoshop or PowerPoint; ‘charts’ that display
istograms, timeseries data, and connectivity matrices; and multiple
verlay options on surface models or volume slices that can be yoked for
ome tabs but not others. A ‘Help’ section within wb_view provides guid-
nce on these diverse features and capabilities, and the more than 1200
ndividuals on the ‘HCP-Users’ listserv 10 provide an invaluable resource
or answering a variety of technical questions. 
A distinctive feature of Workbench involves ‘scene files’ that con-
ain all of the information needed to regenerate an exact replica of
ow a given set of data files are displayed and annotated, even for
omplex multipanel figures. Workbench scene files containing exten-
ively analyzed data (in preparation or publication-ready) also pro-
ide the core mode of transferring datasets to the BALSA (Brain
nalysis Library of Spatial Maps and Atlases) neuroimaging database
 https://balsa.wustl.edu ; Van Essen et al., 2017 ). BALSA contains pub-
ished datasets from a rapidly growing number of studies using HCP and
CP-style datasets, but it accepts data from any neuroimaging study that
ses Workbench scene files (and aims to accept similar files from other
latforms in the future). 
0.7. HCP Outreach Mission 
The methods, data, and tools generated by the HCP are numerous
nd complex, as is evident from this Retrospective. A primary aspi-
ation of the HCP was to ensure that these outputs be accessible, un-
erstandable, and usable by anyone from imaging experts to first-year
raduate students, in accordance with principles that would become the
pen and FAIR data movement that began in 2014 ( Wilkinson et al.,
016 , https://www.go-fair.org/fair-principles/ ). HCP made great ef-
orts to do this well, starting before the first data release by launching
 website containing organizational and protocol information, building
elationships with the community via presentations and exhibit booths
t meetings of the Organization for Human Brain mapping and Soci-
ty for Neuroscience, producing tutorials and setup guides for all re-
eased tools, establishing a user community interested in HCP data
nd methods in the form of two listservs (HCP-Announce 11 and HCP-
sers 10 ), and publishing 8 papers with details on the project’s goals
nd parameters in a special issue of NeuroImage ( Van Essen et al.,
013 , Ŭ gurbil et al., 2013 , Glasser et al., 2013 , Smith et al., 2013 ,
arch et al., 2013 , Sotiropoulos et al., 2013a , Marcus et al., 2013 , and
 Larson-Prior et al., 2013 )). Once releases began, clear messaging in
nnouncements, documentation detailing the latest data features and
rocesses, a wiki space for noting any identified issues and plans for
xes, and ongoing specific support for users on the HCP-Users list were
ll key for enabling users to “sink their teeth into’’ the data offered. In
015, we launched an annual, week-long HCP Course, featuring pre-
entations on all aspects of the project and practical sessions designed
o prime students for applying HCP-style methods to their own data
ollection and analyses. Over 500 attended the hands-on, in person
ourse from 2015-2019, learning directly from many of the leading
CP investigators. In addition, the course materials available online
 https://store.humanconnectome.org/courses/ ) provide a valuable re-
ource for training in HCP-style methods and results. We continue to
aintain major outreach efforts well after the final data release, as the
ata and methods are still very much being used by the community. 
1. Impact and Measures of success 
1.1. Measures of success 
The HCP has been highly successful by a variety of objective mea-
ures, including the aggregate amount of data shared, the number of10 https://groups.google.com/a/humanconnectome.org/g/hcp-users 
11 https://groups.google.com/a/humanconnectome.org/g/hcp-announce 
J.S. Elam, M.F. Glasser, M.P. Harms et al. NeuroImage 244 (2021) 118543 
Fig. 2. A. Data downloaded via ConnectomeDB. Cumulative downloads from the March 2013 Q1 first major release to September 2021 are indicated by the black 
line in petabytes (PB) of data. Number of individuals downloading by month is represented by the blue bars. HCP data release dates are indicated with red arrows 
on the X-axis. B. Publications citing HCP since inception. Citations listed in PubMed using the search string: "MH091657"[All Fields] OR "Human Connectome 
Project"[All Fields]. Publication month is determined by Epublish date/month, if available, or final published date, if not. HCP data release dates are indicated with 























































a  esulting publications, the software tools distributed, projects that em-
late HCP, data used in courses and hackathons 12 , and tools developed
o access HCP data on the cloud 13 . 
As of September 2021, more than 22 Petabytes of data have been
hared directly from HCP, representing a cumulative ∼14 Petabytes
ownloaded from ConnectomeDB to > 20,000 unique users (solid line
nd left ordinate in Fig. 2 A) to an average of nearly 200 individu-
ls/month (histogram and right ordinate in Fig. 2 ) plus an additional
8 Petabytes distributed as ‘Connectome-In-a-Box’ hard drives to 229
nique users/groups. Another 5 + Petabytes of HCP data has been down-
oaded or used on the cloud through the Amazon Web Services public
atasets program (See Section 10.5 ). Overall, HCP-YA data releases av-
raged 400 TB of downloads per month for 3 + months after each release
nnouncement, and ongoing data access over 8 years after initial release
till averages 100 + TB per month. 
In terms of publications, to date 1538 papers cite the HCP grant
U54MH091657)( Fig. 2 B). The great majority of publications ( ∼1200)
riginate from authors outside the HCP consortium. Notably, HCP-based
ublications have averaged ∼20–30/month for the past 3 years, indicat-
ng that the HCP data continues to be used actively in many research
rojects. Nine publications have > 1000 citations, including 3 originat-
ng from non-HCP authors. 
Another indicator involves HCP data that has been extensively an-
lyzed, published, and then uploaded to the BALSA database, typically
s Connectome Workbench scenes that replicate part or all of what is12 Courses and Hackathons using HCP data: Neuromatch 
cademy: https://academy.neuromatch.io OHBM Hackathon 
013 Seattle: http://ohbm.github.io/seattle/datasets/ Brainstorm: 
ttps://neuroimage.usc.edu/brainstorm/Tutorials/HCP-MEG 
13 Tools for accessing HCP data on the cloud: Datalad 








15 een in the published figures (see Section 10.6 ). This constitutes a second
nd conceptually distinct level of data sharing. Currently, the majority
f datasets available in BALSA contain HCP-derived data shared under
he HCP data use terms. To date, BALSA downloads of HCP-derived data
nclude > 10 TB from 26 studies and 2 reference datasets that have been
ccessed by ∼2000 unique users. 
Software tools emerging from the HCP include the
forementioned UMinn pulse sequence software package
 https://www.cmrr.umn.edu/multiband ) and a corresponding HCP-
tyle fMRI protocol, currently used by over 400 sites (see Section 5.1 ),
CP Pipelines ( Section 10.3 ), multiple new FSL tools including
IX, MSM, and eddy, and Connectome Workbench, with at least
200 users ( Section 10.6 ). In addition, a growing number of tools
eveloped outside the HCP emulate key ‘HCP-style’ features. This
ncludes fMRIPrep ( https://fmriprep.org/ ) and the ABCD pipeline
 https://www.nitrc.org/projects/abcd_study ; Hagler et al., 2019 ).
owever, only a minority of investigators who stand to benefit have
ully embraced the majority of HCP-style practices. The gap is even
reater with regard to clinical neuroimaging, where HCP-style acquisi-
ion and analysis does occur, (e.g., Koike et al., 2021 ; Lamichhane et al.,
021 ; Chandrasekaran et al., 2021 ; Moreno-Ortega et al., 2019 , 2020 )
ut it is still relatively rare. This will hopefully change, given the avail-
bility of FDA approved product solutions for multi-band/SMS EPI.
otion corrected 3D MPRAGE and SPACE sequences (see Section 11.3 )
re not yet available as FDA approved product sequences, which is
urprising given the routine problems with head motion in clinical
cans. 
1.2. Keys to success and lessons learned 
Many factors contributed to the success of the HCP. Developing a
hared vision of scientific goals based on open discussions involving the
ntire team set the tone early on. Recruiting project managers to assist























































































































r  n coordinating the 100 + team members with interdependent workflows
elped keep the project on task and on schedule. Running meetings so
iscussions stayed focused and decisions were converted into explicit
ction items (‘who does what by when?’) was critical. The two-phase
esign of the project allowed sufficient time and resources for critical
ethods development, improving the overall quality of the data pro-
uced. Careful quality control was carried out on anatomical scans and
ortical surfaces, rejecting some datasets altogether and categorizing
pecific anomalies with others. Making access to the data easy and user-
riendly was critical to its wide dissemination. Sharing detailed project
ocumentation and providing ongoing education and support to the user
ommunity empowered users to capitalize on the high quality data and
ethods generated. 
Once the project was underway, investigators were organized into
ross-institutional operational teams to divide the methods development
ork according to various areas of expertise, with many consortium
embers participating in multiple teams. The work of some operational
eams depended on the conclusion of the work of other teams. For exam-
le, until scanner customization was complete, pulse sequences could
ot be finalized, and the scanner could not be moved from UMinn to
ashU; until the scanner was operational at WashU, tfMRI tasks could
ot be finalized and 3T study staff could not train on the scanner. This
equired establishing timelines for key developmental stages, but also
ome flexibility until nearing the end of Phase 1. The transition from
hase 1 to Phase 2 was managed carefully, aiming for a balance be-
ween incorporating additional late-breaking refinements while ensur-
ng robust methods for use throughout Phase 2 in order to make all of
he study data comparable. 
In-person two-day ‘All-Hands’ meetings were held each fall at WashU
nd each spring at UMinn. Besides reviewing progress, whatever chal-
enges were thorniest at the time were intensively discussed. This often
ed to a plan to collect additional data, and agreement on what decisions
ould be made based on the experimental outcomes. The External Ad-
isory Panel 14 was invited to participate actively in these meetings and
rovided valuable advice. Whether in-person or by teleconference, ex-
erimental data guided team decisions: “let’s look at the data ” became
 go-to process for addressing disagreements, when possible. 
Another priority was careful documentation of HCP study methods
nd information needed to use and interpret the shared data. Although
he set of 8 HCP-related papers in the 2013 NeuroImage special issue
see Section 10.7 ) comprehensively described the piloting and plan for
hase 2 data collection and processing, a reference manual for each data
elease 15 was also produced that provided more detail focused on under-
tanding the data released for further analysis. The manual covered im-
ortant changes for each release; standard operating procedures (SOPs)
ollowed by the research staff during subject visits; acquisition protocols;
rocessing pipelines; file structure and contents of shared data; defini-
ions of data variables; and data access instructions. Despite having SOPs
or all aspects of data collection, unanticipated complexities and poten-
ial confounds occasionally arose (e.g., coil instabilities, changes in NIH
oolbox instrument versions, etc.), requiring special documentation in
rder to ensure the interpretability of the data. These “late breaking ”
nd between release notes/explanations were typically documented on
he HCP public wiki and, if not fixed by the time of the next data release,
ncluded in the Reference Manual as a notable issue. 
Even with this extensive documentation, questions naturally arise as
sers dig into the data and try out new methods and tools. Through-
ut the project and continuing today the HCP team has provided cus-
omized, timely support for user questions via the HCP-Users listserv.14 Russ Poldrack, chair, Peter Basser, Ed Bullmore, Alan Evans, Michael Gaz- 











16 ore extensive training on HCP-style methods and tools has been avail-
ble at the intensive annual HCP Course (and online materials) since
015. The HCP team’s commitment to ongoing support and education
as been essential to the longevity of the data and our continued devel-
pment of HCP-style methods and analysis tools. 
A challenge we encountered throughout HCP-YA that persists into
he Lifespan projects and CCF activities, is to balance multiple concur-
ent efforts, particularly in data processing and preparing for data re-
ease. User requests always outpace our processing and release schedule
nd expectations grow as data is released. Maintaining data storage and
istribution capabilities for over 2 PB of data as infrastructure ages out
nd changes over years has been a major challenge that has been diffi-
ult to plan for, being costly in both funds and effort. 
1.3. What didn’t go right? 
Not everything went as planned, and some decisions in retrospect ap-
ear less than optimal. (i) As noted in Section 10.2 , we decided against
reserving the ‘raw’ k-space fMRI data for a variety of reasons. Conse-
uently, when we switched to a better multiband reconstruction method
or fMRI about 9 months into Phase 2, we were precluded from gener-
ting a data release with identical multiband reconstruction of the fMRI
ata across the whole project. (ii) In an effort to reduce the deleterious
mpact of head motion on structural scans, HCP invested in a system for
racking in real time the motion of a marker affixed to the face. How-
ver, its performance did not meet expectations (likely owing to move-
ent of facial skin relative to the skull and the limitation at that time to
nly one marker). An alternative approach that became available more
ecently and has worked well for structural scans in the Lifespan HCP
rojects is to detect head movement in real time and to re-acquire cor-
upted data using internal EPI navigators during pulse sequence dead
ime ( Tisdall et al., 2012 ). (iii) The decision against using Siemens Pres-
an Normalize for all scans was not optimal. Using Prescan Normalize
ould have reduced the detrimental impact of head motion within a het-
rogeneous B1- receive field (an effect not well appreciated when the
CP-YA protocol was created). This would have then reduced (or per-
aps even eliminated) the need to model and correct for these effects
n processing. For fMRI, sICA + FIX denoising does a good job of remov-
ng the structured spatial artifact that arises from head motion within
he B1- field. For the structurals, compensation for these effects entails
ost-hoc modeling ( Glasser et al., 2021 ). For dMRI, appropriate com-
ensation has yet to be modeled. The use of Prescan Normalize would
lso have led to easier correction of the intensity bias of gradient echo
MRI data and would have enabled improved normalization of beta or
ariance maps in the released data. (iv) The decision to acquire 3T fMRI
t 2.0 mm rather than 2.4 mm (still below mean cortical thickness) pro-
ided high spatial resolution that benefitted cortical analyses in high
NR regions close to the head coils, but yielded lower SNR in subcor-
ical and deep cortical regions. This tradeoff was debated at the time,
nd other projects have chosen 2.4 mm resolution in other HCP-style
rojects such as the ABCD Study and UK Biobank (see Section 12.2 ). (v)
he lack of eye monitoring during 3T scans made it difficult to monitor
wake vs. drowsy vs. asleep during rfMRI scans. Eye monitoring was
chieved for the 7T fMRI scans and later for most Lifespan HCP subjects
sing cameras located outside of the scanner bore, to avoid RF leakage
rom cables/equipment within the bore. (vi) physiological monitoring
as not available for all 3T scans due to technical failures and artifacts
nd was not available at all at 7T. (vii) The decision to acquire seven
elatively short tasks during the 1 hour for tfMRI scans represented a
rade-off, as it provided broad coverage of major cortical regions, but
educed sensitivity for some tasks (e.g., Gambling and Relational Pro-
essing) and some types of analyses (e.g., individual differences). (viii)
nother trade-off that in retrospect may not have been the best deci-
ion was to (approximately) match the MEG and fMRI task timings for
he motor and working memory tasks. This likely reduced MEG signal
uality, which would have benefitted from a higher stimulus presenta-































































































































e  ion rate and more repetitions per condition. (ix) For the Lifespan HCP
rojects (see Section 12.2 ), we decided to use multi-echo MPRAGE in
rder to maintain the overall SNR of the MPRAGE while also increasing
ts bandwidth to match that of the SPACE acquisition, thereby equaliz-
ng readout distortions ( Harms et al., 2018 ). In theory, the multi-echo
PRAGE should have decreased distortions but maintained equal or
etter SNR than single echo after combining across the echos. Unfortu-
ately, during Lifespan piloting we failed to detect artifacts in the longer
chos that were later found to occur frequently and to substantially re-
uce cortical surface accuracy, causing artifacts in myelin and cortical
hickness maps. The only tractable solution was to use the mean of the
hortest two echos (i.e., exclude the longest two of four echos) as the
1w input for analysis of Lifespan HCP data, which somewhat reduced
he available SNR ( ∼10% relative to the four echo root-mean-square),
uch that using a single echo MPRAGE from the outset (with lower, un-
atched bandwidth to the SPACE scan, as done for HCP-YA) may have
een preferable. In retrospect, this was an “unforced error ” as the HCP
lready had implemented readout distortion correction of MPRAGE and
PACE acquisitions in the original HCP-YA, which addressed this issue
 Glasser et al., 2013 ). 
2. Looking Forward 
2.1. Underexplored aspects and still-unreleased components of HCP data 
Several HCP data types have yet to be extensively explored. This
ncludes the 7T datasets (movies and retinotopy task-fMRI plus 1 h
fMRI), which have substantially higher CNR than at 3T and are avail-
ble at both 1.6 mm/59k and 2.0 mm/32k resolutions (see Section 5.5 ).
hile many heritability studies have used the HCP family structure,
any other aspects of heritability have yet to be systematically ex-
mined. In addition, the amount of available genetic data could be
xpanded if full-genome sequencing were conducted on the samples,
hich remain available via NRGR (NIMH Repository & Genomics Re-
ource, https://www.nimhgenetics.org/ ). The MEG data, especially in
elation to multimodal HCP MRI data, warrant further exploration us-
ng refined analysis and visualization tools. 
Development of the HCP Pipelines continues, and future data re-
eases are planned of improved preprocessing and new data analysis
roducts for the HCP-YA dataset. For example, a method for B1 + trans-
it field correction of myelin maps has been developed and will be ap-
licable both to HCP-YA and the Lifespan HCP studies ( Glasser et al.,
021 ). 3T and 7T rfMRI and tfMRI data cleaned by temporal ICA
 Glasser et al., 2018 , see Section 5.3 ) with improved spatial ICA and
ntensity bias field correction will be made available. These refinements
ill better harmonize the HCP-YA processing with the ongoing Lifes-
an HCP and CRHD processing, and will also enable the HCP to fi-
ally release individual-subject parcellations using the multimodal areal
lassifier ( Glasser et al., 2016a ). Such parcellations will enable gener-
tion of individual subject functional and structural connectomes and
ask activation profiles – a rich collection of imaging data phenotypes.
iven that these improvements and refinements entail considerable re-
rocessing of HCP-YA data, which competes for bandwidth with the on-
oing processing and data releases for the Lifespan and CRHD projects
see Section 12.2 ), it is difficult to provide a firm date for another major
CP-YA data release, but hopefully one will occur in 2022. Similarly,
uture efforts may attempt to better capitalize on the cutting-edge dif-
usion MRI data made available by the HCP. 
2.2. Many additional HCP-style projects 
The HCP-YA provided an excellent start in mapping normative pat-
erns of structural and functional brain connectivity and relationships to
ndividual differences in a wide range of cognitive, affective, and behav-
oral functions. However, the age range covered was limited to young
dulthood (22–35), which naturally raised the questions of how these17 atterns and relationships emerge over the course of development and
ow they evolve and change as humans age. In 2015, the NIH Blueprint
aunched three additional HCP projects, collectively termed the Lifespan
CP. The Baby Connectome Project covers birth to 5 years and involves
he University of North Carolina and UMinn ( Howell et al., 2019 ). HCP-
evelopment (HCP-D), covering ages 5 to 21, and HCP-Aging (HCP-
), covering ages 36 to 100 + , involve WashU, UMinn, UCLA, and Ox-
ord in both projects plus MGH (HCP-A) and Harvard (HCP-D). Each
f these projects embodies the same principles as the original HCP-YA
 Glasser et al., 2016b ), including the use of cutting-edge methods to ob-
ain high-resolution assessments of brain structure, function, and con-
ectivity, and relating these to individual differences in behavior over
he course of the lifespan. The Lifespan HCP made various data acqui-
ition modifications that were motivated or necessitated by hardware
hanges, the need to reduce the total amount of scanning per partic-
pant, and/or the additional challenges of working with young chil-
ren and the elderly, including the use of modified behavioral assess-
ents appropriate to age ( Bookheimer et al., 2019 ; Harms et al., 2018 ;
omerville et al., 2018 ; Howell et al., 2019 ). In addition to mapping nor-
ative age-related changes in the brain, including novel data in healthy
0 + year old’s and follow-up imaging assessments in approximately half
f the sample, HCP-A includes a focus on capturing pre-, peri-, and post-
enopausal relationships in women, including hormonal assessments.
CP-D includes a focus on pubertal development and hormonal assays,
ncluding a subset of youth studied longitudinally over three time points
racketing pubertal onset and evolution. Figure 3 shows the project
pans of the Lifespan HCP projects, along with that of other large-scale
maging projects described below that came before and after HCP-YA. 
Three additional large HCP-style projects further enrich the repos-
tory of information about normative human brain development
nd aging. The UK-based Developing Human Connectome Project
 Fitzgibbon et al., 2020 ; Bastiani et al., 2019a ; Makropoulos et al., 2018 ;
ughes et al., 2017 ) scanned over 300 fetuses in utero (20–44 gesta-
ional weeks) plus more than 800 neonates. The NIH-funded Adolescent,
rain, and Cognitive Development (ABCD) Study is an ambitious project
hat has enrolled ∼12,000 participants at ages 9–10 years and plans to
ollow them for a decade ( Volkow et al., 2018 ; Jernigan et al., 2018 ).
he UK Biobank project has acquired imaging data from 43,000 British
ubjects to date, drawn from the population at large ( Littlejohns et al.,
020 ; Miller et al., 2016 ), with 7 scan modalities obtained in ∼35 min
otal scan time per participant, and plans to scan a total of 100,000 par-
icipants. The huge number of participants in this prospective epidemi-
logical study necessitated limited imaging time per subject. Therefore,
eing able to directly implement HCP pulse sequences and preprocessing
as critical to being able to obtain useful data from a range of modalities
ncluding structural and functional connectivity. 
The NIH Blueprint also funded 14 Connectomes Related to Hu-
an Disease (CRHD) R01 projects initiated between 2015 and 2017
 https://www.humanconnectome.org/disease-studies ). These span a
ide range of brain disorders, including dementia, psychosis, and de-
ression, with a total of ∼4000 participants to be studied (including
ealthy controls). Many of these projects nearly matched their imag-
ng protocols with that of the Lifespan HCP projects and all are being
upported by the Connectome Coordination Facility (CCF) for project
dvice, data processing, and sharing (see Section 12.3 ). The Japanese
rain/MINDS Beyond project aims to establish clinically relevant imag-
ng biomarkers with multi-site harmonization using HCP-style acquisi-
ion and analysis approaches from at least 2000 patients with psychi-
tric and neurological disorders across the lifespan at 13 research sites
lus data from 75 healthy traveling subjects scanned with a high-quality
armonization protocol to facilitate cross-site harmonization of results
 Koike et al., 2021 ). 
Making the unprocessed and minimally preprocessed multimodal
ata available to the scientific community for each of these projects will
nable a plethora of detailed analyses, even just using the data from
ach individual project. Another set of challenges is to develop and im-
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Fig. 3. Timeline of large-scale imaging projects predating and postdating HCP. Horizontal bars indicate the duration of each project. ADNI, Alzheimer’s Disease 
Neuroimaging Initiative (3 waves of funding, Mueller et al., 2005 ); 1000 Functional Connectomes ( Biswal et al., 2010 ); ABCD, Adolescent Brain and Cognitive 
Development Study ( Casey et al., 2018 ); UK Biobank ( Miller et al., 2016 ); Developing HCP ( Bastiani et al., 2019a ); CRHD, Connectomes Related to Human Disease; 
Lifespan HCP-Development & HCP-Aging ( Bookheimer et al., 2019 ; Harms et al., 2018 ; Somerville et al., 2018 ); Baby Connectome Project ( Howell et al., 2019 ); 





























































































t  lement methods for integration and harmonization of data across the
ifferent projects, thereby enabling a better understanding of the evolu-
ion of brain structure, function, and connectivity across the lifespan in
ealth and disease. As one example, the behavioral assessments for HCP-
 were designed to be as parallel as possible to those being collected in
he ABCD Study ( Barch et al., 2013 ; Karcher and Barch 2021 ), to al-
ow these two datasets to be harmonized and to serve as test and repli-
ation datasets. The HCP-D includes cross-sectional assessments from
ges 5 to 21, and an accelerated longitudinal cohort design around pu-
erty, allowing for data driven analyses of developmental relationships.
uch findings can be replicated in the ABCD Study, which is a fully
ithin-youth longitudinal design, which has advantages in terms of as-
essing within person change, but comes at the cost of a much longer
ime horizon for data collection. The HCP-D includes longer rfMRI and
MRI acquisitions than the ABCD, which will afford the opportunity
or highly sophisticated and complex analyses of both functional and
tructural connectomes across the course of development. These results
an be used to inform the eventual analyses of the less extensive rfMRI
nd dMRI data being collected in the ABCD, which are constrained by
he needs of a study involving ten-fold more participants with many
ites and many competing needs for participant testing time. A recently
warded supplement to the ABCD grant will generate a within-subject,
ross-project harmonization dataset aimed at increasing the scientific
tility and usability of five large-scale neuroimaging datasets (ABCD,
ifespan HCP, ADNI, UK Biobank, and Baby Connectome Project). This
ay allow: i) using one dataset as a replication dataset for analyses
onducted on other datasets; and ii) aggregating data across projects in
rder to generate even larger sample sizes for sophisticated modeling
nd data-driven analyses, including the ability to have out-of-sample
eneralization analyses. 
HCP-style neuroimaging can also be applied to other species, particu-
arly macaques, marmosets, and other nonhuman primates. This entails
djustments in hardware (e.g., head coils) and pulse sequences in order
o compensate for species differences in overall brain size and cortical
hickness ( Hayashi et al., 2021 ; Autio et al., 2020 ; Autio et al., 2021 ). 
2.3. CCF, Pipeline Containerization, and the NDA 
In conjunction with launching the three Lifespan HCP projects and
he CRHD (‘Disease Connectome’) projects, the NIH Blueprint in 2016
lso funded the Connectome Coordination Facility (CCF) centered at
ashU and UMinn with a mandate to handle key aspects of data pre-
rocessing and data sharing for these projects. The CCF includes many
embers of the HCP-YA informatics team, thus bringing considerable
xperience and expertise to these new projects. 
The preprocessing pipelines for the Lifespan and CRHD projects were
ased on those used for the HCP-YA, but the differences were numerous18 nough that CCF decided to implement the revised pipelines using the
ontainerization approach that has gained momentum in recent years.
n particular, the HCP pipelines have been incorporated into the QuNex
Quantitative Neuroimaging Environment & ToolboX) software suite
 https://qunex.yale.edu ) developed in the laboratories of Grega Repov š
University of Ljubljana) and Alan Anticevic and John Murray (Yale
niversity). QuNex provides a robust environment that efficiently man-
ges the dependencies on specific versions of various platforms (FSL,
reeSurfer, Workbench, etc). The containerization provides flexibility
or implementation of updates, integration of new software, and func-
ionality improvements that can be deployed on a local computer, lab
erver, high-performance compute cluster, or in cloud environments.
his not only benefits the CCF during preprocessing of Lifespan and
RHD projects, but also other investigators interested in applying HCP-
tyle pipelines to their own data. 
The CCF initially planned to handle data sharing by expanding the
opular and user-friendly ConnectomeDB service centered at WashU.
owever, the NIH decided that the expanded effort of sharing data from
ultiple projects warranted a transition to a centralized approach in-
olving data sharing via the NIMH Data Archive (NDA). Going forward,
atasets generated by the Lifespan HCP and CRHD projects are being
hared exclusively via the NDA, which is hosted on Amazon Web Ser-
ices (AWS). In the long run, the NIH anticipates that investigators will
ncreasingly carry out their analyses on the AWS cloud. However, this
oses significant technical and practical challenges, as the process for
ccessing NDA datasets and executing analyses on the cloud are cur-
ently not straightforward nor economically competitive with institu-
ional compute infrastructures. In the near term, many investigators
ay prefer to download datasets from the NDA for local analysis. Since
he Lifespan 2.0 data release (February 2021), NDA downloads have
veraged ∼50 TB per month for HCP-D and HCP-A combined . This is
bout 20% of the pace which HCP-YA experienced via ConnectomeDB
n 2016–18 (around the time of the S900 and S1200 releases) and about
alf of what is still occurring for HCP-YA data 4 years after the final
elease (see Fig. 2 A), perhaps reflecting challenges facing users who at-
empt to access data through the NDA. 
The data use terms for NDA are substantially more restrictive than
hat the HCP-YA requires for its Open Access data (and what is required
y the Lifespan HCP consent). This includes restrictions on sharing of
xtensively analyzed individual-subject data that may impede scientific
dvances. In addition, downloading data from NDA involves many steps
nd currently is significantly slower than ConnectomeDB or download-
ng from AWS directly. In principle, allowing Lifespan HCP and CRHD
ata to also be shared via alternate sources (e.g., an institutional reposi-
ory) as well as NDA might alleviate some of these impediments, but this
s not permitted by current NDA policy. An alternative would be funding
o develop tools that bridge the gap between the NDA’s cloud infrastruc-
ure and ConnectomeDB’s user friendly design. Absent progress on this






















































































































W  ront, it will be challenging for the Lifespan HCP and CRHD projects to
atch the broad impact of the HCP-YA. 
2.4. What might a “Connectome II ” scanner and project look like? 
It is also instructive to consider what types of innovations would
e most promising should an opportunity arise for a future ‘Connec-
ome II’ project. Regarding hardware, we focus on a scanner that would
e suitable for high-throughput studies of many subjects, rather than
he ‘bleeding edge’ of technology such as the 10.5T scanner at CMRR
 Sadeghi-Tarakameh et al., 2020 , Ugurbil 2021 ) or the MGH HCP high
radient strength 3T scanner ( Setsompop et al., 2013 ). Such a Connec-
ome II scanner would likely be a head only system with substantially
tronger and faster gradients. Such a system would enable obtaining
igher spatial resolution with shorter readout trains, enabling reduced
istortions and signal loss. The head coil would have increased channel
ounts to enable higher slice accelerations as well, maintaining or in-
reasing temporal and angular resolution. The b0 field strength would
e at least 7T, maintaining signal to noise ratio. Parallel transmit (pTx)
ould be employed to improve B1 inhomogeneities, to capture the in-
reased SNR and contrast-to-noise (CNR) uniformly over the brain, and
o reduce power deposition so as to allow higher accelerations and SNR
er unit time ( Wu et al 2018 ; Wu et al 2019 ; Gras et al 2019 ). Fur-
her improvements in pulse sequences (e.g., Vu et al., 2018 ; Park et al.,
021 ) and in denoising methods (e.g., Moeller et al., 2021 ; Vizioli et al.,
021 ) may yield higher spatial resolution while preserving SNR and
hole-brain coverage. For example, if the spatial resolution of fMRI
ould be reduced below 1.3 mm isotropic (half mean cortical thickness
f 2.6 mm) while maintaining the fast temporal sampling needed for ef-
ective denoising, this would open up the possibility of assessing laminar
onnectivity (to top half or bottom half) of the entire cerebral cortex,
ikely providing information about feedforward vs. feedback signaling.
tructural scans 0.5 mm isotropic and below would begin to enable as-
essment of laminar myeloarchitecture and offer the possibility of more
ccurate surface construction of thinner cortical structures such as the
erebellum (mean thickness ∼1 mm) and hippocampus, but such long
cans will require high quality on-scanner motion correction to prevent
lurring. Diffusion MRI remains, even at the 1.05 mm isotropic resolu-
ion achieved by the HCP-YA at 7T, a resolution starved problem, but
ontinued progress to higher spatial resolution will improve the accu-
acy of structural connectivity measurements. On the behavioral side,
 major enhancement would involve incorporation of wearable mobile
echnology for acquiring various types of behavioral data. 
2.5. Concluding remarks 
In this article, we have reviewed progress in the field of human con-
ectomics over the past decade and the major role of the HCP in spear-
eading these advances. While progress has been impressive in many
espects, it is important to be mindful of the vastness of the gulf that re-
ains between our current level of understanding and what might ulti-
ately constitute a comprehensive map of the human connectome. One
bvious aspect of this gulf is in spatial resolution. In vivo human neu-
oimaging currently operates at a spatial scale of millimeters, whereas
omprehensive mapping of anatomical connectivity entails whole-brain
econstructions at a scale of 10 ′ s of nanometers, as has been achieved
n the nematode ( Cook et al., 2019 ) and is not far from completion for
rosophila ( Scheffer et al., 2020 ). Achieving this in the mouse would be
 massive undertaking that might take a decade or two ( Abbott et al.,
020 ). Advances in postmortem human brain reconstructions may help
educe this gap ( Yendiki et al., 2021 ; Schmitz et al., 2018 ), but knowing
hat the human brain is ∼ 2000 times larger in volume than the mouse
rain underscores the scope of the challenge. 
Another key issue involves quantification of connectivity measures.
s noted above ( Sections 5.3 and 6.2 ), correlation-based estimates of19 unctional connectivity (FC) from resting-state fMRI and streamline-
ased estimates of structural connectivity (SC) from diffusion imaging
nd tractography are far from veridical measures of direct anatomical
onnectivity. But the degree to which FC and SC each deviate from
round truth is difficult to address in humans, given the lack of ground-
ruth connectivity data. However, it is sobering that a direct compari-
on between SC and FC using HCP data and the HCP_MMP1.0 cortical
arcellation ( Rosen and Halgren, 2021 ) revealed an SC-FC correlation
hat is very weak (r = 0.061), albeit highly significant statistically. This
mplies that at least one measure (but most likely both) is poorly corre-
ated with anatomical connectivity. Indeed, in the macaque monkey, di-
ect comparisons with tracer-based anatomical connectivity report only
oderate correlations of 0.59 for SC ( Donahue et al., 2016 ) and r = 0.42
full correlation) or r = 0.39 (partial correlation) for FC ( Hayashi et al.,
021 ). These observations point to a critical need for progress in esti-
ating anatomical connectivity using MRI-based methods. In the spirit
f the HCP-style paradigm, this calls for improved methods of data ac-
uisition and analysis, as well as in data sharing so that investigators
ocusing on analysis methods can apply their efforts to the highest qual-
ty datasets. Intensive efforts on non-human primates will be vital for
hese advances in order to make optimal use of ground truth anatomical
onnectivity ( Milham et al., 2020 ; Messinger et al., 2021 ; Hayashi et al.,
021 ). 
On a different but equally important front, much effort has gone into
sing MRI-based measures to account for distinct aspects of cognition
nd/or behavior in healthy individuals and in brain disorders. Progress
n recent years includes evidence that the predictive power is greater for
ome tasks than for other tasks or for resting-state data ( Greene et al.,
018 ) and that HCP data can outperform other large-scale datasets in
rain-behavior correlations ( Gao et al., 2019 ). Continued advances in
uman neuroimaging may bring us into an era of ‘personalized neuro-
cience’ based on the ability to systematically examine a wide range of
ttributes related to brain structure, function, and connectivity in large
umbers of behaviorally well-characterized individuals across the lifes-
an. This will hopefully lead to deeper insights about the neurobiologi-
al basis of individual variability in behavior, health and disease. 
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